Foreword
This is the “Miracle Book” God does work through it!
There is no index or contents for this book, because each page has a complete lesson
for life.
You can open it to any page, at random, and you will find the lesson that you need at
this time right there.
It has all the lessons for life, the Real Truth of God.
There are also seventy-five of God’s poems, given to me inspirationally, through many
years.
I feel so blessed that I have been a channel for all of these beautiful lessons and poems,
of God’s Truth to be brought to the world.
We have had over nineteen thousand people here in our home, who have flown in, from
all over the country, to see how these Truths are received, and in search of further
Psychic Knowledge.
There have been Priests, Ministers, doctors, teachers, scientists, and from all walks in
life. Each received spiritual blessings and many had complete healings from God.
He works in His own way to show He still knows the need of all people.
These healings were proof that God was here and that He still loves and heals. I did not
know the ailments of these people until they told me later they were healed!
I pray that this book may reach many who are in need of assurance, that they are a
divine part of God, and that He loves them!
No fees have been charged for the books, or the visits to my home.
With God’s blessings and love,
Adele Tinning

Spiritual Knowledge
Greater knowledge than books contain
Is deep within all souls
For this is God’s gift to man
This knowledge each one holds
Instead of searching deep within
We search in a far off land
No books could hold this spiritual knowledge
That God put in each man
We praise the works of Socrates
Of Plato, Kant and Poe
But they are only infants
Compared to the knowledge yet to know
For each soul is progressing
Each time to earth we return
Eventually we will reach perfection
Then a God-soul we have earned
The only thing we have to do
Is open wide this inner door
For all that is, or is to be
Has been here long before
There’s nothing new that God doesn’t know
From the very beginning of life
So get your answers from your Master Teacher
And stop all this struggle and strife!
April 28, 1966

By Jesus, Paul, and William
There has been so much written about astrology through the ages and the effect
different planets have on you, but no one has asked WHY these planets have these
effects. With this new knowledge we are giving you, telling you your “real purpose” for
being where you are, you will know the stage of perfection you are in now and how the
planets play a part in your life.
First you must realize your conscious brain does not know the real age of your soul, or
soul mind. You would have to understand reincarnation first. Those refusing to believe
in spiritual progress through reincarnation can never fully understand yourselves or those
around you. Remember, our Father created all souls equally. He did not say each soul
would attain equal perfection in one lifetime, but he did say all souls have equal
potential!
Jesus
I first gave you the stages of perfection which all souls must go through to reach the
perfection of your Christ. I (Jesus) was an example of the perfection which every soul
will attain after many lifetimes of learning.
There are eight stages of perfection and their planets which help you to perfect these
stages. There are “Spirit Teachers” from each planet who are constantly trying to help
you. Many of you who are not consciously aware of them return many lifetimes to
perfect each stage. Only after perfecting one stage can you start on another stage of your
perfection. No earth soul knows the stages of perfection which another soul has gone
through. Your Master Teacher selects your next stage of Perfection, after you have
completed the stage you were working on. You then choose the location and family in
which you wish to learn this stage of perfection. This is your “free choice,” your “free
will.” You choose the nationality also. So do not blame anyone for where you are,
because you chose to come back in this particular place for the learning you have to go
through. Do not feel you are being punished for certain events that seem to be
unpleasant.
All is for a learning and a learning only.
As you read further in this book you will understand that everyone either has gone
through these experiences, or similar ones, in a lifetime before, or will go through them
in lifetimes to come. Check your birth date and the planet under which you were born
and you will know the stage of perfection that you are learning this lifetime. Knowing
this will help you to perfect it more readily. Now you know your purpose for being here.
Always remember, many are in different schools of learning for their particular stage of
perfection. Just as many are in earth schools or colleges to learn different professions or
talents. All souls after reaching perfection are “teachers” or helpers on the ‘other side.’
Seek these teachers deep within. Listen to your ‘hunches’ and intuition. Momentarily
you are letting your ‘teachers’ help you when you have the hunch or intuition.

The eight stages of perfection and their relation to the planets are listed on the
following page.
This is the first time anyone was told about the eight stages of perfection. I asked Jesus
why they were not known on earth before and He said, “No one has ever asked. Your
‘soul mind’ knew, but not your conscious brain.”
I had questioned Jesus when He said He was an example of the perfection we will all
reach—what were the qualifications for perfection, and the following information came
through.
The number in front of your birth date, or the stage, you are learning now, does not
mean that is the number of stages you have already learned.
You may have started your first stage from any one of the eight stages. Your Master
Teacher told you where you would begin. Only your Master Teacher can tell you what
stages you have already learned.
June 6, 1970

Stages of Perfection
July 24
Aug. 22

1. TOLERANCE: SUN-LEO
Be tolerant and accept each person as he is now,
regardless of how he acts. Be very tolerant of those
who differ in their opinions of God’s Truth,

Jan. 20
Feb. 19

2. TRUTH: URANUS-AQUARIUS
Seek and speak only the Truth in all that you say and
do. (Psychic Truth will work to right wrong
interpretations of God’s teaching.)

April 20
May 21
Sept. 24
Oct. 22

3. PRAISE: VENUS-TAURUS-LIBRA
Praise and give thanks to God for all his wondrous
works. Give praise to all people regardless of the
stage of perfection they are in.

Feb. 20
March 20
Nov. 23
Dec. 21

4. PATIENCE: NEPTUNE-PISCES
JUPITER-SAGITTARIUS
You must have patience with each person you meet.
Have patience in all stages you are going through.
Be patient with God’s plan for you.

May 22
June 20
Aug. 23
Sept. 23

5. LOVE: MERCURY-GEMINI-VIRGO
Love God and all his creation. Love each person
regardless of race, color or creed. All are part of God.
Love selflessly.

March 21
April 19
Oct. 23
Nov. 22

6. KINDNESS: MARS-ARIES-SCORPIO
Think and act kindly towards everyone. Animals
and all of Nature. All are of God, regardless of their
purpose.

Dec. 22
Jan. 19

7. UNDERSTANDING: SATURN-CAPRICORN
Understand God’s purpose for all of life.
Understand each person can only act as he knows
how to in the stage of perfection he is in. Never
judge another’s actions.

June 21
July 23

8. FORGIVENESS: MOON-CANCER
Forgive everyone regardless of action or opinion
if they differ from what you know to be the Truth.
Forgive yourself for mistakes you make during your
learning. God forgives all.

March 10, 1970

Eight Stages of Perfection
The lessons may seem to get harder
As on through life you go
But teachers will be there to guide you
With everything you are to know
No words could say how you will feel
Too great the joy will be
When you return to graduate
On the “other side,” just wait and see
You will know how you have progressed
And how many more lessons to learn
You have the chance to choose the place
Where you will go when you return
Each lifetime is a chance to learn
Just one phase you have selected
You may return to earth many times
Until each stage has been perfected
There are eight stages of perfection
That each soul must achieve
Then you can do what Jesus did
When you have perfected all of these
October 27, 1970

All over the world God’s wisdom and teachings have been tucked away like momentos
of past experiences and events, only to be brought out on special occasions to show off to
a few select friends or people of prominence. How many of you are doing this?
These teachings are up to date and must be used constantly for all mankind to benefit
from them. These are your greatest treasures. These are the only treasures you take with
you when you return to the Father’s house. They grow in value only by using them.
These teachings of your own awareness are the rare gifts God gives to each and every
soul regardless of race, color or creed. As far as He is concerned there is only one color,
one race and no creed! All these teachings are “A Way of Life” for all. They are not
restricted to any one group or so-called religions. This is Universal Teaching for all the
world. It is the same for everyone but you are all in different stages of learning. Just as
there are different grades in school. All of life is a schooling and your one and only
principal is God, who does all the grading. No other person can judge another’s growth.
Love is the greatest ‘helper’ in this growth. It will help you through each stage to your
own perfection. No earthly books can fully contain this knowledge which is given
through spiritual teachers to everyone. All you have to do is open your inner spiritual
door to let them come in.
March 9, 1970

Our Thanks Goes To God
What mysteries lie beyond our reach
That our human eyes cannot see
Yet deep within we feel this force
Leading us through the pathways of life
This knowledge that comes not from a book
But with authority unquestionable
From what source is yet unknown
But our thanks goes to God, the Giver of all
No college degree will be bestowed on you
Though this knowledge be greater than all
For who could grade the growth of your soul
No one but God, and those grades you can’t see
But when you return to His Heavenly Home
You will know the lessons you have learned
And He will direct you to your next grade up
To return to earth with new lessons to learn
Each one is great in the eyes of God
For He sees the perfection you are striving for
Which each one will reach when all lessons are learned
So open wide your inner door
November 28, 1966

One cannot prove this knowledge by material demonstrations. The individual has to
feel it himself before anything can be proven to him. He has to experience the sensation
of the ‘unknown’ to his physical self. From there he can gain the added knowledge the
ones on the ‘other side’ are waiting to give him. This knowledge may come to one in
many, many ways but the individual will know it is from a power greater than anything
on earth. It may only be a gently breeze across the hand or arm, when there is no breeze
from nature to cause this gentle sensation. It may be an ‘inner voice’ repeating only a
word or two. But this ‘inner voice’ will be so different from one’s own imagination that
the individual will realize someone greater than he is sending these messages to him.
Sometimes, while sitting alone reading or just resting you will become aware of another
‘presence’ in the room. Though no one is visible, yet you feel its presence. Your higher
intelligence will tell you this is God’s way of telling you that you are never alone; always
there are guardian angels and teachers ever present to help you, to watch over you, ready
at your beck and call if only you are aware of them. Then as time goes on your intuitive
powers become more acute and you receive more and more impressions of great value to
you.
You are aware of this power so you search for more knowledge to explain it. Then you
are ready to carry on God’s work and know you are a part of God. It is so simple yet so
hard to get through the hard shell so many of you mortals put around yourselves in this
present state of existence. All this knowledge will be known sooner or later, but the
earlier it is known the happier and more peaceful life you will experience. Lack of this
knowledge is just being unaware of the wondrous things in life God provided for all. But
because you are not aware of this does not mean it does not exist!
August 11, 1963
(Jesus)
Often you are asked to demonstrate the proof of your knowledge and contact with us on
this side. Again, I must say you need never do this. Telling others of your experiences
and joy from this awareness should be sufficient for them to search within themselves for
this same awareness. If they are ready for this learning no demonstrations will be
necessary.
If we have to prove our existence by solving their earthly problems then we not only
cheat them of their learning but fail in our work, also. We are constantly trying to make
all souls aware of their own potential. By this awareness they can solve their own
problems. God gave each soul this inner knowledge and energy to cope with all life's
experiences. Closing off this storehouse of God-given knowledge and blinded by human
falsehood, they feel they cannot solve their own problems. They must re-awaken this
awareness they had in their embryo stage.
From the beginning each tiny seed and cell has this God-given intelligence or how else
could it grow? A tiny seed has all the potential of a perfect plant right within itself. The
God intelligence tells it how to reach out and up to perfection and beauty after it is
planted in the ground. The same with human cells. It must take a great Intelligence or
Power to make a perfect human being! This you must know! So if this intelligence was
there from the beginning it must be there always! It is only one’s unawareness, or
closing off of this power, that causes earthly souls to have so-called problems.

If all would learn to know the God within and use his God-given love and knowledge in
solving daily problems you would have “Heaven on earth,” would you not? Where else
could you find Heaven if not right where you are, because right where you are God is
also—is this not what you are searching for?
September 24, 1965
Did you ever stop to think that the greatest happiness you feel comes from things you
cannot see! Think about this—music is one thing you can hear and feel the effects of, yet
you cannot see a sound or single tone. God-love gives the greatest happiness. You can
feel the effects from the knowledge or awareness you have of this love, but you cannot
see it. So it is with Heaven, it is all around you yet you cannot see it! But remember, just
because you cannot see it with your earthly eyes does not mean it is not there. So many
of God’s wonders are yet unseen, although they do exist in another dimension your
earthly eyes cannot perceive.
Remember, nothing is new, nothing is lost, only the physical shapes of things are
different. The substance used to make these material forms has been here since the very
beginning. All that was, is and is to be is here already.
The many unseen beauties and mysteries of God are all present in the very air around
you. Through soul development you become aware of these beauties. They are all
within your reach. Each must grow in their development to reach this awareness. There
are no shortcuts. You cannot reach perfection by omitting part of your learning, no more
than others can learn from your experiences alone. Each must face his own problems and
look for the learning from them. Be aware of your growth through these experiences.
Know this is all part of growing to perfection.
Do not let others around you, whose soul embryos are in earlier stages of growth, stop
you from using your awareness of this God knowledge. They, too, will develop their
awareness as time goes on. Be ever aware of the magnitude of power, intelligence, and
perfection that God puts in every tiny atom!
September 24, 1965

God’s Wonders
The gentle tears from heaven fall
To quench the thirst of Nature’s call
But who can say what starts these tears
Tho many have searched for millions of years
At twilight when the sun is sinking
And the golden hues reflect on high
I often wonder where they go to
As nighttime steals across the sky
These mysteries God alone must know
And at the right time each man He will show
More glorious wonders yet unknown
That only to His Son He has shown
But each in time will gain this knowledge
That no student ever could learn in college
The faith you hold down deep inside
Is the key to the door that will open wide
God’s wisdom knows when the time is right
It may come to you through the day or the night
This joyous feeling of God’s guiding hand
Reassures your faith in the “Promised Land.”
January 7, 1966

Paul
Every sincere desire is fulfilled in due time. If each desire was fulfilled the moment it
was asked there would be a constant disruption of your spiritual growth. Many desires
do not promote spiritual growth, only earthly gratification. Be ever aware of your higher
teacher’s wisdom in handling these requests. No need to repeat these requests or desires
because once known—always known—by your spiritual teacher. Many times before
these desires are granted your requests have changed. You have grown in knowledge and
realize the foolishness of them.
The intensity of the power each one has is unknown to most earthly souls. This power
is given to all from God. The more you use it, the greater the force. You can never
deplete this power. What is this power? It is the spiritual energy ready to help you go
through the many so-called problems you must go through for your learning. Lack of
confidence in this power causes you to struggle through life. Immortal man only
struggles because he does not know he is immortal! Man’s knowledge of patience is so
much needed!
September 16, 1965

God’s Knowledge
You find a great new haven
Away from earthly cares
It starts you on the road to heaven
On God’s golden stairs
Your awareness becomes so perfect
Life takes on a whole new view
For answers to God’s many mysteries
Are revealed from Him to you
So startling is this Knowledge
That the Teachers give to all
One wonders why we wait so long
In answer to His call
You live these teachings is a MUST
Before you can pass them along
You’ll find God’s many mysteries
Become a beautiful song
This way of life cannot be beaten
No matter how you try
For once you feel God’s wondrous love
You’ll know the reason why
June 21, 1965

Jesus
All the teachings bring their fullest joy in the living of them. Giving these teachings to
others is fine, but until each one of you have lives these teachings first you will never
realize their worth. All must change in many ways to be able to live God’s teachings.
The full value comes in the knowing that these changes have brought about a better ‘way
of life.’ Then, when you look back you will see with amazement all the good it has done
and the joy you received in return.
Think not about change, for life is constantly in a state of change, whether you realize it
or not. There will be more giving on each one’s part. The receiving will be simultaneous
so you will not have to concentrate on the receiving. Such joy you have never had before
will be yours. Give with the freedom and love of a child. This is the true God love.
Gentle, tender, loving and sincere. The more you give of this love the greater it will
grow. Be sympathetic to those less fortunate who have not yet learned how to give of
their own God-love. Be ever patient and understanding. Remember all are God’s
children. Remember, you may disagree with another’s way of doing things, but in their
stage of learning this may be the only way they can learn from this experience. This does
not mean you have to dislike them because you disagree. Learn to love all the other fine
qualities they possess. Again, all are God’s children and equal in His eyes.
September 11, 1964
The Master has, what it may seem, strange ways of teaching. With some He is very
natural. With others He gives parables to convey His messages. Some try to take shortcuts, others take the long road so we should not question why. Patience is needed, time is
eternal, so why be impatient!
Some grasp this knowledge from little on because their souls have learned before.
Newer souls, though in earthly bodies of many seasons, refuse to open the channels for
this learning to come through. Have this understanding. Hold not this against them.
Pray for their understanding and help.
Do not pity them, but show them love. Do not become upset, but calm the waters—
without fury there is peace and understanding. There will be moments of unrest but they
are just moments in life’s span. God’s goodness is everlasting. It cannot be destroyed, it
floats and filters down among all humans and earthly things. It is everywhere. Some
may not see it as readily as others, but all find it sooner or later.
September 21, 1963
You know that it is only through the sharing of the good things in life that brings your
greatest joy. Just think of the joy all would share if you loved each individual with as
much love as you have for the person you now love the most. The intensity of your joy
would be as great as God’s in His sharing of all the goodness and love He has for all of
you. Would this not be Heaven on earth? The world will have fear, resentment, hatred
and wars until we can figure out a better way of teaching the ones who make mistakes,
that these experiences they are going through are only lessons in learning instead of
punishment.
If a child lights a match you don't wait until the house burns down to teach that child
that the small flames could do that much damage if left to continue burning. Yet you let

people have resentment and hatred that is burning up their very souls, and the guilt you
falsely make them feel brings you diseases and wars.
Each one of you could stop a potential war by stopping this hatred and guilt feeling in
another. Don’t put another person in a position to feel guilty. His guilt makes him have
resentment for you which, in turn, turns to hatred instead of love. His frustration comes
from wanting to love you, yet the guilt makes the love turn to hate. While all the time
he’s wanting you to love him.
You are the guilty one for making him feel guilty—
You are punishing the wrong person—
You are doing the injustice—but you feel right because the other person looks in the
wrong—
Again I say, whenever anyone becomes angry in your presence, you are as much to
blame as they are for putting them in that state of mind.
December 17, 1966

Love Unused
The world is filled with love unused
The richness no one knows
If only we could find a way
To release it from its shell
The joy would beam on each one’s face
And no one would be strangers
The healing force that comes from love
Would cure all ills of mankind
Be the first to spread this love
Release it from its shell
The richness that returns to you
Would be too great to tell
Regardless of what age you are
Your position or your wealth
This love was given to all alike
The rich, the poor, and ill in health
January 15, 1970

God is Everywhere
The wonder of this knowledge
That our dear Lord “over there”
Has given us throughout the years
For everyone to share
If only more of us poor mortals
Stopped to listen to His call
How wonderful our lives would be
To feel this love He has for all
February 18, 1956

Paul
We are awakening the knowledge already within you. How else would you feel free to
express these inner feelings? This knowledge has been fed to you over the years; bit by
bit it is pieced together to make a beautiful way of life! Storing it up has no value—keep
using it thereby increasing happiness for you and for all with whom you come in contact.
Each experience, whether it be so-called unpleasant or illness, is a time of learning.
Not only for you but those you contact during this time. Your attitude is the important
thing. How you go through this experience is what counts. All must learn in different
ways. You can teach while learning yourself, or using what you have learned. Others
learn from seeing what you do under certain circumstances, such as tragedy, illness, or
so-called setbacks of any kind.
Every experience you go through is part of a teaching, either for you or for those
around you. By keeping the right attitude and looking for this teaching you gain much.
Your purpose on this plane of existence is for this learning from these experiences!
June 14, 1965
Jesus
Wise are they who seek the Truth with humility. God the Father is ever aware of one’s
inner thoughts. Seek not the whims of flattery, for that is all they are, when you already
know your true self to be part of one with God. What greater praise could you ask for
than to know you please God with your actions. One need not seek the applause of the
multitudes when your reward is already given. The moment you release the real Truth of
God, which is love, you already have received your reward with a greater return of love
flowing through you.
Be not rushed or impatient with the teachings for through the waiting another lesson
should be learned. These teachings are coming through constantly. It is only your
unawareness that causes you to think otherwise. We have many ways of teaching.
Silence sometimes is the greatest lesson.
Through our silence you begin to think. You revolve around the situation. You
appreciate the audible teachings more. You re-appraise yourself, thereby recognizing
many of your weaknesses. Never be ashamed to bring them out in the open. This is the
way you grow. Too many hide them only to find they have grown. Discard old ideas
that have held mankind in bondage. This was not God the Father’s purpose for putting
you here.
I remained among you to show you God’s way of living. It is a beautiful way, a simple
way compared to the way men strive to survive in your present time. People keep going
around and around, only to find they are right back where they started. Right here and
right now is the only place you can find peace—just go within and know the Father. All
your answers are there. All your peace and contentment comes from within, not from
without! Think about this!
All the riches in the world could not bring you happiness if within you were sad.
Money cannot buy happiness; it is only an outlet for the happiness within to come out.
Think about this! So build this happiness within, with the true knowledge of the Father.
“Don’t let false teachings make you feel guilty.”
“Don’t let false teachings hold you back from the wondrous gifts God has for you.”

“Don’t let false teachings close the channels for the Truths of God to come through.”
“Don’t be ashamed of the God within you, the love He gives you to share with all
others.”
“Don’t let false teachings fill you with fears, resentment, prejudice and hate.”
If you have any of these you have been listening to false prophets! False teachings!
Man-made laws and ideas! Not God the Father, who has only love for all.
August 28, 1964

God’s Special Gift
Each one has a special gift.
That God gave you alone
To express in your own way
The beauties of this wondrous land
You need not have a college degree
Or title of any kind
Just the God-given love
For all your fellow men
A smile—a tear—a handshake
That’s sincere and heartfelt too
Can do more good to bring the Peace
The world is seeking now
October 25, 1969

Jesus
Laxity in one’s awareness shows our teachings cannot reach one’s deep consciousness.
You only get a fleeting glimpse of the Truth, the real Truth. Your ever busy world keeps
you so confused that you don not stop long enough to listen to the real God within. How
much beauty and happiness you all miss because of your confusion. Remember, when
you journey over to “this side” you leave all material things there. Only your love, faith,
and understanding go with you. Understanding is knowledge. You gain wisdom through
faith and love. This is your real purpose for being on this plane of life. Help all to grow
by knowing God the Father better. Learn Love, Faith, and Understanding. Give a
helping hand, a cheery smile, an encouraging word to all whom you meet. Smiles are
contagious, the chain reaction would be terrific. This is the best way for God’s love to
spread and grow.
What reaction do people get when your name is mentioned? Did you ever stop to think
that you name carries power? The kind of power is important. Does your name bring a
smile and a happy feeling to the person, or do they turn away in disgust or look sad?
This will tell if you are spreading God’s love and teaching to all whom you meet. Make
this test. Think of the different people you know. What do you feel, what do you think
at the mere mention of their names? What effect have they had on your life? What have
you done to help them? Stop and ask yourselves these questions. The people whose
names bring happiness to you, what kind of lives do they live? Can you learn more from
them, do you treat others like they treat you? Will your name have a happy feeling to
persons thinking about you, or will they feel no reaction at all? Make these tests often.
See if you can make all people who contact you have a loving kind feeling inside when
they think of you. Then you have learned God’s teachings well. You are then a living
example of God-love.
October 20, 1964

The Worth Of Living
The worth of living
Is in the giving
To do your part
Love from the heart
Be humble and meek
When it’s God you seek
Then His love you will share
And your troubles He’ll bear
June 30, 1965

When you know your purpose then you start developing your soul growth. Through
learning your earth purpose you are more relaxed to learn understanding, patience,
selflessness, and love. When the pressure is off of your conscious brain of wondering
what you are to do in this world, and not trying to be something you’re not capable of
being, then you will know how to enjoy your place in life.
Remember, all do not need mansions to have a happy, full life. Understanding your
real purpose, brings a deep satisfaction and real happiness to each one.
November 1, 1965
Many are past the stage of learning what is being taught at the present time. They are
now living what they have learned. Each one finds where they can do the most good
with the learning they have. A college professor would not fit in teaching first grade
because he would be wasting his knowledge needed for teaching higher grade students.
So it is with this knowledge. Go where you are needed to give of your level of
consciousness. Set an example of your knowledge by the way you react to life’s
problems, thereby teaching as you are living.
Do not belittle others with less learning at this time for they will reach your stage of
learning eventually. Leave each one you meet with a good thought. Seek some new
knowledge from each one. Look to the inner personality or identity of each individual.
The real God soul of each. Be ever alert for “thought consciousness” that can have an
influence on your own thinking and actions. The more sensitive you are the easier it is to
pick up other’s thought vibrations. Leave with loving thoughts for all. But when you
feel negative vibrations, send loving thoughts out stronger than ever, then withdraw to a
positive environment.
Much of human reaction is influenced by other’s thoughts, not by what is said in words.
One’s impressions are far greater than spoken words and more lasting. Remember, all
are on different vibrations. Stay in tune with the vibrations that bring you peace and
understanding. All will understand this as time goes on, for each one’s own health.
You will be drawn to different groups and discussions from time to time. Your
awareness will let you know when your work is done. Linger no longer than is necessary
to absorb what you need and what you can give. Step up your knowledge and your
teaching. No need for repetition. When other’s doors are closed you are wasting
precious energy, go on to another location. They will open their channels in due time and
grasp what you gave. Give to those ready to open their channels for this awareness now.
This same teaching has been evolving through all eternity, ready for all to tune in
whenever they are ready. Each one has his learning and each one has his teaching. This
never ceases!
October 8, 1965
Jesus
The wise seek knowledge with humility. Give not of time and wisdom to those seeking
this knowledge to enlarge ego, or to fill their pockets. They have not the deep concern for
God’s children. Their spiritual growth is not open to more spiritual knowledge at this
time.
February 20, 1969
Books must be read with an open mind. Absorb only that which your inner teachers
know is for your growth at time, regardless of who the author may be. There will be a

definite “yes” or “no” heard deep within. Heed these answers when learning what to
accept and what not to.
Seek knowledge not to strut, but to help others in their growth. Learning to gain
material things only is like building sand castles on the sea shore. One wave can wipe
out all.
Expanding the “Soul’s” growth is the only lasting growth there is. Through your many
experiences the “Soul mind” continues its growth and evaluates its importance according
to its earlier knowledge, whereas the brain only records the present lifetime experiences.
The present brain can be damaged or destroyed, but never the “Soul mind.”
Remember, each one is a “Divine Individual,” regardless of his Soul’s growth! YOU
ARE EQUAL IN GOD’S EYES. You all belong to the One. Yet, each is different in his
expression of the “Oneness.”
When I say ‘work to right wrong,’ I do not mean what is wrong for you is wrong for
everyone else; I do mean with each one’s growth, they know what is right for them at this
time. Sometimes we have to learn the wrong way first to know what is right.
Remember, you are at all times in the right place for your “Soul’s growth,” so learn
well from each experience. Look for this “learning” from where you are now, then you
will move on to new schools of learning. No one goes on to another school until he has
learned his lessons where he is now!
Some may learn more quickly because of other “earth time” experiences. But all must
learn the same, for their growth, to “complete perfection.” All have equal potentials.
If one studies Science and Technology one finds what is really important to a human
being. In other words, what part of us cannot be made into a machine? Here lies the
answer to our goals; to our real purpose for being on this plane of existence at this time.
Machines can calculate, record, memorize, recall all knowledge put into the machine—
but it lacks feelings, emotions, love, understanding and a faith, with tolerance for all.
Think about this! It also cannot work without a human-being directing it.
Could you, as an individual, be contended to go from home to home and be greeted by
a machine, even though it could quote all great works of philosophers, poets, writers, and
even the teachings of Christ and His disciples? When you go to a store, a robot greets
you and waits on you, even says, “Thank you.” Would you be contented? Maybe, for a
short time, but unless we feel the robot has little concern or feelings toward us we would
not continue going there. What is really important to all of us? It is our inner feelings,
our deep yearning to be liked or loved and accepted for what we are now! I could enlarge
on this but you get the message from many lessons before.
This part of the “wrong” that has to be made “right.” We are spending too much time
making machines with constructive and destructive forces and we are neglecting the
greatest God-made instrument, so intricate that no human can duplicate, and that is a
“human being!” Each human being has the capacity to build anything he can think of in
a material way, but all the brains in this world cannot make a “human soul.” How rich
are we, how unique are we as an individual? You cannot be duplicated no matter how
science advances! So use your individuality to give out the good no one else can give.
There is only one of you, there will never be two of you. What you do with you is up to
you! No one else can change you but yourself; no one else can hold you in bondage but
yourself. No one can possess you unless you let them. You are free regardless of where
you are!

Jesus did preach, you are your own “temple of God.” He did not say, “Go out and
build big churches and separate yourselves from other men who did not believe the way
you do.” If all men acted as Jesus, who was an example of the perfection we all will
attain, then we would be living daily “The Way of Life” He was teaching!
How little we know about the individual soul. Some day we will realize why Christ
said “We are all brothers.” Understanding reincarnation will further this understanding
of brotherhood! Do you follow me? If you do not at this time it does not mean you are
stubborn or ignorant or indifferent, it is just that you are not ready for this teaching and
knowledge. Yet, you may be further advanced in other knowledge unknown to those
with this knowledge and understanding. There is a time and a place for each “learning.”
You are in the right place and at the right time to learn what you were put here for. Just
because you are “visiting” a school where they are teaching Spanish and you speak only
French does not mean that what they are learning is wrong and you are right. Follow
me? Each has its time and place of learning.
Again I say, “this teaching is A WAY OF LIFE” not a religion! One of the “wrongs” is
trying to be just like someone else. You lose your own identity then. Also, trying to
make people conform. There is a difference between teaching methods of learning and
conforming. One would not need half the laws and rules if each person respected the
“rights” of others. We would not attack or destroy other people’s property or belittle
other people’s jobs or dress.
February 21, 1969

Gone To Rest
A lovely rose lies wilted
Where moments before
It stood tall and beautiful
With its fragrance filling the air
Why such short existence
For such exquisite beauty
Each petal falling from the bloom
Like autumn leaves from the trees
Releasing fragrance long remembered
Though the plant has gone to rest
1966

The perfect you is within you from the very beginning. It is only your awareness that
brings it out. Sometimes it may take many more incarnations to bring this perfection to
its full bloom. Just like a beautiful hybrid flower. Only after many reseedings does it
come into its full bloom of beauty. Remember this when meeting people you do not take
to readily. Remember the perfect person is deep inside. See beyond the sight of your
eyes. Feel deeper into the other person’s feelings. Remember he may be just perfecting
one phase of his real self, like patience or tolerance. He may not be as advanced in
understanding and love as you are. So you must show patience with him. All are, or will
be, perfect souls in God’s eyes. He sees only perfection. We see the imperfections of
each other.
Fear is one of man-made emotions. You only have fear when you lack faith!
Remember fear comes from lack of faith. Trust the dear Lord and thereby turn fear into
faith, worry into a wonderful experience. All learn from everything they do. The greater
the experience, the greater the learning!
Be not selfish with your learning. Share it with others, then others share their
experience with you. Thereby all learn or advance in their knowledge. Love gives
understanding.
November 30, 1964
Learning to accept each one in his stage of learning is the height of understanding.
This is the real problem today—real understanding of each one’s stage of learning and
loving them in that stage!
You so-called “learned” are not condemned by God because He knows you have more
to learn yourself. Impatience with each other’s understanding is another phase that needs
more development in every human on this earth. These are real soul developments—
patience, understanding, selflessness, and love. Some will say “faith,” but faith is love,
God love. When you have God-love you have faith. When you can do for others without
looking for the reward—you will gain from it—you are developing selflessness. When
you can see all problems and situations in the true light of learning from them, or
knowing others experiencing these so-called problems are only going through a stage of
learning, then you are developing understanding. When you do not become upset
because others do not see your viewpoints or do things as you think they should be done,
and know they may take a little longer than you feel they should to do something, then
you are developing patience. When you can constantly send out loving thoughts to all
mankind at all times, through all situations, you have developed God-love. How many of
us have reached this stage of soul growth?
How many of us, when we hear of a man robbing a bank, look into his heart to see what
caused him to do this, or have we given his family the food and necessities of life that his
family needed to survive? No, we throw this man in jail and forget about him and his
family.
Did you ever stop to think if each of us would just help one other person to have a
better life, not only in material ways but also by letting him know we are concerned
about him and want to help in any way possible, then there would be no need for
policemen patrolling our streets. The millions saved could provide happy, healthy
recreation spots free for all. You each need only to help one other person in need of love
and understanding. Forget competition—think cooperation! Everyone’s life would be
happier.

Jesus
This, my children, is the NEW teaching that you are to spread. So simple, yet so
difficult to understand. Close your eyes to what you used to think was success and
happiness. With your eyes closed you either feel alone or surrounded with love. If you
should lose your earthly eyesight what would you feel? Lonely, lost, unloved, or would
you be aware of the tremendous love all around you? Would you feel the bursting of
love deep within your soul that is seeking to be released? These feelings you will have to
feel sooner or later.
Blind people do not know if you are black, white, or yellow, but they do sense the love
radiating from you. They get to know the real you, not the camouflaged you. Think
about this. Your pretty clothes, jewelry and cars have no value to them. Your gentle
touch, your God-love, your loving voice they understand. This shows your real soul
growth, your God-love growth. (Remember, Jesus did not have crown jewels or
beautiful robes. Yet, he had faithful followers and the love of thousands—yes, millions!
Who was the richest, the king or Jesus?)
Again I must remind you that you do not have to worry or wonder what has happened
to the souls that have returned to the Father. All work in harmony on this side. Why
should you feel superior to God and think you have to show them where they should go,
or show them the light they should see. God has many helpers trained to help everyone.
Your so-called criminals, atheists, drunkards and many others that you feel have “sinned”
are all taken care of with a love and understanding far greater than any of you earth
people have. Always remember this.
Did you worry what soul was going into the body of the baby you were bringing into
the world? No, you did have faith that God knew what to put into that body. Then give
Him credit for taking care of those returning to Him. You are never lost to Him. You are
only lost to the sight of earth souls when you come over into this dimension. You spend
too much time worrying what’s going to happen to you when you die. Just think what
would happen to each child entering school if he worried about what was going to
happen to him when he gets to college. Or, if you kept telling him he had to know this
and that and do this and that before he enters college. The child would be so confused
that he would not be able to learn a thing.
So forget what will happen later—learn what you can today. Tomorrow’s lesson will
be easier. I hope you understand what I mean. Man has made life complicated. He calls
this progress. Is the city dweller happier than the man in the country? If so, why does
the city dweller keep looking forward to going to the country to get peace of mind?
School and education are only for the purpose of letting you know what you already
know down deep inside, because what you can accept you remember and use; what you
can’t, you don’t remember or use at this time.
October 3, 1965
Millions of us mortals do not see the beautiful sunrise or sunset, though we have heard
how beautiful they are. We are too occupied with our daily chores or social events to
stop a moment to gaze and give praise to the “Giver of all.” Only when the thunder or
lightning flashes do we suddenly feel a fear of the powers of nature! The closer it strikes,
the greater our fears—then quickly we turn our thoughts to God and pray, “Dear God,

save our home from this storm.” Why must we wait until disaster or destruction strikes
before we remember the Great Power of God all around us!
New little babies are born every second of the day, also death strikes as often, but not
until someone close to us dies do we stop and wonder what becomes of this wonderful
mind that was in this body. Is there a God; is there eternal life?
How comforting it is to know God is ever forgiving of our neglect of Him. He knows
our weaknesses and allows for them. He continues to bring a beautiful sunrise and sunset
every single day. He knows eventually everyone will recognize the God beauties all
around them and in them. Just because our conscious brain is not aware of what is going
on all around us does not mean it does not exist. He knows; He put this knowledge in the
soul of every human being and eventually man will grow into this awareness, regardless
of color, race, or creed. All have equal potential; all are equal in God’s love!
How strange it is that now we can readily accept the power of some unseen force, like
electricity. Yet, how many millions of years in the past no human ever realized there was
such a force existing in the Universe. So it is with all this God-power. It is everywhere,
but only a very few really realize it and utilize it for healing and growth.
July 18, 1966

Forever Near
As sure as there is a sky above
And the earth below
The dear ones we’ve lost
Are with us I know
Their spirits are near us
Like that of God
Only their earthly bodies
Are under the sod
Just speak to them
With endearing words
And they’ll fly to you faster
Than all of the birds
Their presence you’ll feel
With a warmth in your heart
And you’ll know they were with you
Right from the start
So pray each day
That you may be good
And receive all their blessings
The way that you should
Never start to doubt
God’s wondrous ways
And you’ll always be happy
Through all of your days
April 7, 1953

Jesus
Have I not told you each one is put on this plane of life for a purpose—a learning!
Why say, “God is cruel to take a child so young,” when he is returned to the Father.
You are not the judge. Would you keep a child in first grade when he has the full
knowledge of all of life? That is what God the Father would be doing if he left him on
your plane of existence after he had fulfilled his purpose. You, in your present
knowledge see only with your earthly eyes. So to you this child was like a tiny plant
being cut off before it had a chance to come into full bloom.
Thought a soul’s outer body may be only that of a child, its soul’s growth may be
greater than any scholar of your time. The short span of existence on your plane in this
body may have been all that was needed for growth. Or, in this present location and form
the soul did not need further earth experiences so it was returned to the Father. If further
experiences are needed for growth, it will be returned in the right location and form for
this growth. It may be in a far off distant land, or on some other plane or planet.
You show sorrow at this loss but it is only you that has had the loss. The child’s soul
feels no sorrow. He knows some day you will know why you go through these
experiences. Grieve not for the souls that have returned to the Father for they are in
eternity the same as you are, only you are not aware of it in your present state of
existence, set your soul is aware of it!
Again I say, judge not the wisdom of an earth soul by the degree of knowledge it
displays in its present form and conscious brain, for it may be further advanced than
anyone on this earth in its soul’s growth. Seek the God within each one you meet and
come in contact with. Watch how life takes on a new fullness and enjoyment. Give each
soul its chance to grow. You cannot grow for another but you can help them to grow.
Remember, your journey may be longer this time than another’s. That does not mean
that you have seen more or learned more, for the other may have made that journey you
are taking now many lifetimes before.
Your soul, as you call it, your God light vibration as we call it, can never be injured
because it is of God. One’s physical brain may be damaged but never its soul mind.
Would God make such a precious gift so fragile?
Do you realize every tiny seed has all the potential of a full grown plant already? If
God the Father provided all this in a tiny seed would He not do the same for man?
Remember, the potentially perfect you is all there already! It is only through your many
lifetime experiences and your awareness of this growth that you reach this perfection.
December 13, 1964
People must realize the one purpose for all of life, and that is for “Soul’s Perfection.”
Every incident that takes place must be looked at in a new light instead of saying, “What
did I do to cause this?”—or, “I don’t deserve this.”—or “Why am I being punished like
this?” We must look at it for the learning. We should always ask ourselves, “What can I
learn from this?” Often incidents are repeated because we did not learn from the first
incident. Just like in school, if we misspell a word we have to repeat over and over until
we spell it correctly; so it is with all of life.
Each one of us is learning different qualification for our “Soul’s Perfection.” We are in
different stages of “Soul Growth,” so from each incident or life experience we take
something different in the learning from that experience. Only we, as individuals, know
what is needed for our growth. If we don’t learn the first time, it is repeated so we can

learn. This is NOT a punishment, only a way of learning. When all peoples of the earth
realize this, we will eliminate guilt feelings.
How sad it is that we cannot take the simple teachings of Jesus, and many other great
philosophers, and live a simpler life and thereby growing faster.
We are making the material things of life our God instead of the ONE CREATOR—the
one GOD who made man and earth and everything there is!
All one has to do is go to a funeral more often and see the “Souls” who “graduate” on
to a better life. They leave even their last clothing and body here to deteriorate. All they
take is their “Soul” when they go on.
March 23, 1969

Boundless Beauties
Boundless beauties within our grasp
Yet unseen by our eyes
Too great the desire for material gain
We overlook the priceless gifts of God
But if in life we take a pause
And really look around
Our startled eyes just wouldn’t believe
The beauties we passed by
No human could make a beautiful tree
Or a bird with its wondrous song
Not even a blade of grass could we make
But with God through nature it grows
Where is God so many ask
Without realizing He is everywhere
His golden sun and drops of rain
Filter down in every nook and corner
God is the rain and the sunshine
He is part of all that there is
So when you ask where is God
He’s part of you that’s where He is
January 23, 1970

Deep Love
The glowing beauty that radiates
From the soul of the one
That loves deeply and sincerely
No words need to be spoken
It all is shown upon their face
Such warmth and joy
Seems overwhelming and tears of joy
Are released from within
This love is one of God’s wonders
Intangible and dynamic
The love that makes men great
And reach for heights unknown
Yet they are aware of a tiny flower
In a garden just beyond
April 28, 1969

“Seek the good in all whom you meet.” The revelation you find will startle you. Stop
and look twice into the eyes and heart of each individual. The richness and beauty you
find hidden under the surface is far greater than any gold you could ever find. Your days
would be all too short to absorb this great beauty and fullness of life that God gave to all.
You should never have a lonely moment or unhappy situation because of the love of all
that surround you—true understanding dissolves what seems to be disharmony. Forget
one’s outer appearance. Seek the Christ and Loving God in each one you meet.
If you are searching for happiness, companionship, or love, it lies within each one you
meet. You do not have to go far to find it. You, yourself, are so full of love and
understanding, yet you close the door only to look elsewhere for it. The moment you
open up your heart to let your love and understanding out more love comes in. You are
never without love, only without the knowledge or awareness of where it is! And How to
Use It! There is not a single thing on this earth—person, flower, bird or animal that
could ever say it is unloved, for God has given His love to everyone and everything!
August 26, 1963

Love Thy God
I ponder ways of speaking
To let the God in me come through
The gentle, tender love He shows
Is hard to put into words
Although His daily presence
I feel so deep inside
I often wish He would appear
For all the world to see
His message always is the same
“Love thy God with all thy Might”
And “Love thy neighbor as thy brother”
Could we but fill these two requests
Then all the world would be at rest!
April 10, 1969

When humanity realizes there is no such thing as ‘religion’ in God’s plan for man, only
‘a way of life,’ then men will become brothers. He never intended that man should
separate himself from other men by so-called religions. All were put on this plane of
existence for a purpose, a learning. Each one is equal to the degree that within the
perfect God-like you is all there ready to be perfected through your experiences. No one
is better than the other, and no one is worse than the other. Through your many lifetimes
each grows to perfection. You are in Eternity already. New doors are opened to you for
your growth. Death, as you call it, is just another door opening for your soul’s growth.
The beauty and harmony and understanding each one receives is far too great for you to
comprehend in this state of learning. But each of you must know God has greater things
in store for you than your earthly eyes can see.
“God’s Way of Life” is simple. Christ tried to set an example for us to follow but most
human beings lack the faith to follow in his footsteps. But there will come a time when
all will reach this stage of learning, and we will live as Jesus did. Not accumulating
material things but attaining human understanding! Having a greater love for humanity;
not a false love, but a deep desire to help one another.
Automation will help bring about this understanding. People will have more time on
their hands to be in contact with other people socially. They will be bored to death unless
they find this deep feeling for each other. There should be joy in the meeting of one
another. Only then will we realize all we have missed through the years by not trying to
know people better.
Just think of the wonderful structure of a human being. The tiny cells doing their part
every second of the day. The millions of nerves that connect the different parts of our
bodies. Then the brain, the workings no human being has been able to understand. The
greatest mystery of all, our ‘soul,’ or ‘mind’—the God Mind. We feel the results from its
knowledge but we cannot touch it or describe it! This is the greatest ‘frontier’ yet
undiscovered. Maybe men will spend more time learning about this ‘frontier.’ Each one
you meet has a new ‘frontier’ to discover. Just think how interesting each person is!
Some day we may able to recall our former lives, our experiences, our loves, our
families—then we will understand why God says, “We are all brothers.”
We have too many preachers and too few doers. You should use the Bible as a ‘Way of
Life;’ not just something to preach about. This should be part of the learning in school,
from kindergarten through college. Not a religion, just a ‘Way of Life!’—the same as
learning what to eat to keep healthy and good manners to make you acceptable in society.
The Bible should help to make you understand other people and love each one for what
he is in his stage of learning. ‘Tomorrow’ or in your next ‘lifetime’ you may be the
teacher and the teacher the student, so learn while you can and learn well.
Too many man-made laws have been misinterpreted as laws handed down by God or
his disciples. Free yourselves of these fears of ‘hell,’ purgatory, and the devil. God
never intended to make you love Him because you have fear of the others. Your love
should be free of fears. If you do right only because you fear the punishment of doing
something wrong, then you are punishing yourself anyway. You have to do what you
feel is right even though it may be wrong in someone else’s eyes. You are right because
at your stage of learning that is all you know how to do. That is why we cannot judge
another’s actions. We do not know the stage of learning he is in. Love each one for what
they know, not what you know. All will be perfect in knowledge and wisdom when they

reach their perfection of God! One’s age as you know time does not tell one’s soul’s
growth, so judge not!
July 31, 1965

They Are My Brothers
Dear Heavenly Father
This I pray
That I may learn
From day to day
A more loving way
To give to others
And always remember
They are my brothers
God sent you on earth
To teach of His love
That He gave to all
From Heaven above
If only we mortals
Could realize its worth
We’d surely have heaven
Right here on earth
Instead we go stumbling
With fear and with fright
Please help us to know
The wrong from the right
Although there are many
More lessons to learn
I hope I’ll be worthy
When to Him I return
August 16, 1964

Paul
My dear, if you could but understand that only because of your conscious emotions do
you have such values, emotions, or concepts on your plane of life—such as hate,
resentment, wars, rich, poor, loneliness, fears, marriages, divorces, tension, insecurity.
These are only a few of the emotions you register during your plane of existence. Not
one of these exist on our planes. Why? Because one already knows the true purpose of
our very being, as you would say. We are all like an open book. There is no need to
pretend, to wonder or doubt. We know each one’s thoughts and aims. We all throw our
light in one direction. If you could only know the love and richness that surrounds you—
if you could only know the true love that is planted in each and every one of God’s spirits
or souls, your fears and other emotions would diminish immediately. That is why we
wish to have you reach into the deeper consciousness of each one you meet to recognize
this beauty which in all is called “love.” This we ask of you for future happiness of all.
Search each one you meet for their inner feelings, not the mask you humans wear. How
false they all are. Many times you have asked, “How can God let such terrible things
happen on this earth, with the love He has for all His children?” You do not realize that
God has greater plans for all of His children than this tiny existence of yours.
Life is like a treasure hunt. You may travel far and near in search of life’s treasures
only to find in the end they were right within your own heart. You have to bring these
treasures out in the open to view their richness. What are these treasures? Security and
Love? These two even drive men to kill! Yet, if they only knew, if they but opened up
their own hearts they would find the key to all life’s treasures. How humans rush
through life struggling to get material equipment to find happiness and love, when they
had it all the time within their grasp! We see this going on constantly and though we
strive to inform you with the solutions you ignore our teachings.
October 10, 1963

God’s Hidden Treasures
The rugged hills
Hold treasures rare
Beneath its earth-worn face
It runs so gracefully
Through the soil
Like silken worms
On daily jaunts
So few find God’s hidden treasures
On earth or in mankind
For precious things are deep within
And few seek there at all
February 5, 1970

Jesus
Please tell everyone to clear their minds and hearts of old beliefs and laws that girdle
their love and narrow their thinking until the tension becomes so great you literally burst
at the seams! Blank out all thoughts of previous concepts and, if you do, you will be
awakened to your real purpose for being on your plane of existence.
First picture the protecting arms of God the Father encircling all. For as sure as He had
his protecting arms around me, He has them around you. Now know that each and every
move you make is towards a goal that reaches to final perfection of your soul. Criticize
not the moves of others. All will move here and there until they find the spot or school in
which they can perfect their real purpose for being here. Cherish the loves that seem to
come and go. No love ever leaves. Only in your present concept they seem to leave.
Love, once given, always remains a part of that soul. This must be remembered. Foolish
earthly words dissolve in the air, as foam on soapy water. God knows this childish
prattle is only the result of earthly pride and ego. It is a growing up process. Too many
earth people cling to these worthless words, only to detain them from further growth.
Until all humans realize the great love each individual soul possesses, the real God love
within each, there will be misunderstanding of God’s purpose for your being where you
are.
Because one does not need the experience through which another is going, one feels the
other is doing wrong. Here lies the misconception of life. Remember what is wrong for
you may be right for another in his growth. If a situation looks negative to you, remove
yourself from taking part in it. Step aside for the other to learn from it. Then continue
helping them up another step. If only earth people could look at all of life as a school in
which all are learning different ways of growing to perfection. So-called mistakes only
strengthen one’s desire for finding the right solution. So it is with all souls!
You burn wood for warmth or pleasure. Never do you think about the proud stately
tree that these pieces of wood were once a part. When one carelessly drops a lighted
match, or causes other fires, one is destroying life! The same is with wars. The outer
shell of man is destroyed, yet the soul and real you is never destroyed. All of nature
returns again and again to bring beauty and perfection for all to enjoy. So it is with Godsouls who return in different forms to give beauty and to grow in perfection. Do not
retard yourself by absorbing and criticizing other’s actions or experiences. Take what is
needed for your soul’s growth and wash away from your mind all other memories of
unneeded or unpleasant events. Your true God-self instantly closes out unneeded
experiences or does not even recognize them as existing. When one fights or condemns
another, it is only because of false earth concepts of what is right or wrong. God sees
only good from each action.
December 12, 1965
Past events and experiences, whether they are sad or happy, are only for a learning; not
to go back to and feel hatred, resentment and remorse day after day. You can never
change the past, only the future is in the molding stage now. Concentrate your energies
and thoughts on what you have learned and what you desire for yourself now and in the
future. Only go back to happy memories and the lessons you have learned from all
experiences that you can use now. Forget the resentments and take the learnings from
these experiences only.

There is a parallel to everything. What would be the purpose of going to grammar
school or high school if you still have to go to college to learn the final way to go into
your adult life equipped with the knowledge to cope with life’s problems? Why can’t we
just go to college right away from the beginning? The same reason applies to our soul’s
growth. We have to take a step at a time. We must learn to have patience with those that
are one or two steps behind us all the way through life. Remember, there is always
someone a step or two ahead of you, also.
This is life. All will be equal in knowledge and growth, but time is needed.
January 24, 1969

Footprints
The early morning dew
Leaves footprints where I walk
Reminding me
We do leave something behind
As we travel on through life
I hope the prints I leave
Will be happy ones
With those I have known
Throughout this lifetime
September 10, 1970

No matter what we have done or what we have said or how guilty we may feel
ourselves, God holds no resentment against anyone! Only we hold ourselves in bondage.
Remember, this God love is only beyond your sight, not beyond your reach!
November 11, 1968

God’s Love Is Here To Stay
The deep love we possess
Which we fail to express
Brings us unhappiness
God so loved the world
He gave love to each boy and girl
Worth more than diamond or pearl
You must give of this love today
Give it to all who come your way
And soon the whole world will say
God’s love is here to stay!
October 21, 1970

When Father Calls You Home
The amount of strength you have
You do not know
Until a time of sorrow
Strife or woe
No limit to the helping hands
Unseen through they may be
They guide you through
The dark roads
And help so you may see
So fear not my wondering child
As on through life you roam
For some day you will see us all
When Father calls you home
(written at doctor’s office.
Saw crippled boy)
February 21, 1969

Our joys increase with sorrow. The release of any emotion stimulates the God within,
thereby releasing more love to the world. Without sorrow we become listless, even
restless, due to the sameness of our existence. So when sorrow comes bless it for the
overall good it will do. Love as though it were the last chance you had to love. This is
one of the secrets of life—the intensity with which you do anything! You are generating
power others seem to lack because of this enthusiasm! I should say the ‘intensity of
enthusiasm’ is the secret of a wonderful life.
If you become interested in everything and see its beauty and God purpose, your life
will be so full you will never have a lonely moment. Your interest alone, even if you do
not take an active part in it, makes you a part of it! So you become a part of all of life.
You generate power and power is given to you to do all things, thereby releasing all
restriction on what is possible or impossible.
Nothing is impossible. Only in one’s state of mind can we imagine it as being
impossible. With God all things are possible. The results from acts may vary but if it is
possible to visualize something, that something is possible!
January 26, 1965

Twinkling Stars
More is seen through the still of the night
Than one could see in broad daylight
The twinkling stars so serene in their places
Reflect what we should see in everyones’ faces
Rains may come and winds may blow
But there’s one thing we will always know
When the storm passes by and the clouds clear away
The same twinkling stars will shin the next day
April 17, 1955

The A B C Of Learning
This life—perplexed
As it may seem
Is only a tiny part
Of God’s Golden Dream
It’s just the A B C
Of our learning
For the eternity of happiness
We are yearning
Our paths are many
Some smooth and some rough
But the reward is great
Though the work is tough
For us He has
Many wondrous things
If we only knew
How our hears would sing
Look a little above the horizon
And see the Golden Sun
It’s a symbol of God’s goodness
All rolled into one.
Never be dismayed
By a cloud or two
For within a short time
The sun will shine through
February, 1960

Jesus
I have given you this ‘purpose in life’ many times before. Now you must give it out to
all whom you meet! Peace of mind for all will be given with this knowledge. The socalled guilty souls will release this fear and resume their growth with a knowing that all
experiences are for a learning. Know this to be true. Start from here today—all of life’s
problems will take on a new meaning. There will be joy in the learning. Each one’s
problems will add to your own learning. Do not judge what is good and what is bad.
Take the learning from it. Remember, if there was only sunshine day after day and no
rain soon all would dry up and blow away. Rain is as essential as sunshine. So it is with
all life’s experiences. Take the good from all.
Too long earth souls have been teaching others that God is a punishing God, that God
has a place called hell or purgatory for those who do not do as the church says they
should. These are only in man’s imagination. He is trying to punish himself when he
thinks he has done something wrong. God knows the reason for all these experiences,
whether they be destructive or constructive. There is no soul punishment, only a learning
to expand your awareness of the perfect God—you! Remember you are here for a
learning, each and every one of you. Even the greatest teachers are constantly learning in
different ways.
You are never alone in your experience. Many, many others are going through the
same things you are. All will or have experienced the same learning in this lifetime, or
lifetimes before, or lifetimes to come. You are not singled out to go through physical
pain or suffering, all experience it in one way or another. It’s all part of the development
needed to perfect the perfect you.
No one should feel superior to another because all will reach perfection, all are equal in
God’s eyes. The ones in the grade behind you will be in your grade next. The ones
ahead of you know you will be there in your next move. So it is. Some may learn
Spanish the first year and you may be learning French. The next year you may be
learning Spanish and they, French. Who can say which one is the farthest advanced? So
it is with all life’s learnings. One is learning this while the other is learning that. You do
understand what I’m teaching all.
No one can judge another’s growth, their soul’s growth, by worldly possessions or
positions. This is only temporary. A child can put on his father’s hat and shoes but this
does not mean he is capable of doing or knowing what his father does, in your earthly
knowledge of growth. Yet this child’s soul’s growth could be far greater than the
father’s! This only God knows. Learn to look at each person you come in contact with
as one of God’s teachers and learn what you can from him. Each one has something to
give to another, whether you are aware of this or not. All contacts are for a purpose.
Know this to be true.
October 20, 1965

Jesus
Soul’s Growth
When all earthly souls cease to call man’s different earth experiences, or learning, ‘sin,’
they will have developed a tremendous awareness of the true God within. This
knowledge of knowing all experiences are for the soul’s growth will bring a new peace
among all peoples of the earth. Know this to be true and work towards it. The
misconception of earthly experiences has long put fear into man. How else would you
learn and grow? Do you not read past history, past mistakes to learn what not to do? Are
not these men who made these mistakes teachers to you now? No experience is a
punishment, only to earthly eyes. God sees the learning many are experiencing through
these events. If all would look to the learning from everything that is taking place all
around you your growth would be that much faster. Remember always, there must be a
‘villain’ to have a ‘hero.’ So it is in all life’s experiences. The so-called unpleasant
brings the pleasant, or shows up the happiness to a greater degree; or, one’s appreciation
of happiness is that much greater because of having gone through the unhappiness. This
is all part of your soul’s growth, or God-awareness.
Many who have awakened on this side or in this dimension realize why these so-called
problems have arisen. They are eager to return to earth for further growth. Thus, the
many so-called ‘haunted’ places are souls desiring to return to earth to complete their
learning.
Man’s greatest learning is to know there is no sin! This name was invented by mortal
man, not the God in man. All of earthly life is for learning, a growth towards perfection.
How would you know what was right if you didn’t know what was wrong? Remember
you are teacher and student at the same time. You are learning from your experiences
and you are teaching others who see you go through these experiences. Remember all
souls have gone through these experiences, either in this lifetime or many lifetimes
before. So judge not by what one or another is experiencing. You will or have gone
through similar experiences.
October 18, 1965
When all earth people know there is no such thing as ‘sin’ man will have developed to
a great degree. So-called sin causes anxiety and fear, thereby retarding one’s
development. Each experience, whether it be destructive or not, is only a learning one
must go through. This is one of the greatest teachings man must learn. I cannot repeat
often enough, all of life’s experiences are for a learning or a teaching. God does not call
it a sin because you have not learned what others have learned. He knows in time you
will learn, too.
October 16, 1965
Jesus

No Sin
Remember, the Ultimate of God perfection is the perfection or total awareness of the
God in you. Knowing your purpose for being here speeds up the desire to perfect your
awareness. It is the giving out of self. You will cease wanting for yourself because you
will know your needs are met without searching for them. By the giving out of your
God-love all that you need is automatically drawn in. Your hand need only be used in
giving, not receiving. For as you give you are receiving within.
When one expresses, “I feel so empty” it is false to the extent that you are filled with
‘self-pity’ or self-consciousness, and that is nothing but it takes up the room of awareness
of other’s love and understanding. Forget self and give out love; the empty feeling leaves
immediately. Remember what you give out you get in return.
Paul
You must know there are many of us among you at all times. If you feel you need help
outside yourself, God helps you through different channels that open up your own
storehouse of knowledge which is tapped into all universal knowledge. One must know
there are basic laws, or awareness, that fit all so-called problems. This is your learning.
So-called ‘sin’ is another lesson to learn. God does not punish you because you did not
know better. You punish yourself because you physically miss much happiness by going
through these experiences. Some experience mild teachings compared to drastic
teachings others need. Many are learning through each other’s experiences, thereby it is
hard to differentiate who is teacher and who is student. One must know, for perfect
harmony and peace of mind, all around must feel the same peace and tranquility, so each
must help the other to attain this state of awareness or development. There is peace on
earth and all around, but until each comes in tune with this state of being they do not
recognize it or feel it.
October 16, 1965
Jesus
Sincere religious men and women continue to try to bring souls to Christ by fear. They
are spreading God-love the wrong way. If people come to God because they fear
punishment if they don’t, then it is not because of the love for God but the fear of God.
How can we give out love if we fear the Father of all love?
I still say we do not need churches to live a Christ-like life. When all souls know their
real purpose man will look at man with a sincere love. They will help their brother man
because of the sincere love for harmony all around. You say man would not show love if
there were no churches. If it takes a church to make a man give love sincerely then man
is of little faith. He alone is a temple of God. All souls are temples of God. God knows
we are all in stages of learning. He is not condemning people who have not recognized
this inborn love. He knows it is there and it is being used in the only way the individual
person is capable of showing it. We are the ones that do not recognize the stage of love
the other person is trying to show.
Recognize this love in all and you understand the other’s actions. Too many think they
are Christians and love God but they do not live this love in their daily lives. One cannot
swallow up all the good and hold it for themselves and expect others to show love to
them because you have all this good and they do not. Sharing is done in many ways. If

you feel you have all this God-love, give it out. Do not feel superior to others. Love is
‘giving’—giving in many, many ways. Not just money—money is cold—kindness,
respect and making each one feel as much needed as the other. This is real love for one
another. Just to know you are needed and wanted brings a joy no money could buy. You
could be sitting on a pile of diamonds and be the loneliest person in the world. Only by
sharing this God-love do we grow closer to God. This is the only road to eternal
happiness.
One can give millions of dollars and yet he has not found happiness. One can gain all
the knowledge in books and graduate with so-called high honors, yet he is empty because
he lacks the love of others only because he was not aware of his own God love and did
not give it out so other’s love could come in. People are so busy trying to cram so-called
knowledge into their heads that they forget to feel the ‘soul’ love or give out their ‘Godlove.’ This is the first lesson we should learn—how to teach and recognize the ‘Godlove’ in all. Soul development is your true purpose on this earth—book knowledge
comes second. You cannot teach a child to run until he is able to walk.
If all students felt the love of all other students and teachers their learning would be far
greater and faster. The blocks of self-consciousness, rejection, financial status and
physical appearance are the real stumbling blocks to progress for so many in our schools.
These inferiority complexes cause many to end up in mental hospitals. Each one of us is
to blame. We claim to be Christian, God lovers, yet we do not see each other as all
children of God. We see only the material side of a person. God never judges—He
loves. That’s the difference between God and man. Man is constantly judging and
competing instead of cooperating and loving.
Always remember, your neighbor, your barber, your beauty operator, your milkman
may have been your brother, sister, father, mother, husband, wife, or will be in your next
lifetime. So be kind and help each to grow and learn all they can in this lifetime. Their
lives will be better not only now but in many lifetimes to come.
No one knows the real relationship between one another. Only your soul mind has this
knowledge. Your present father and mother may have many different relationships to
you in former lives.
You must understand every one had free will to come back in the exact location and
family they so chose to be in. This is the free will God gives to all. Each of you came
back for a learning. This also is your choice.
June 12, 1969
Jesus said,
“What if I were to appear physically alongside of you as you walked down the street or
as you faced your boss or your school teacher—how different would you feel? Would it
give you more confidence? Yes? Well then, this only proves that you do not feel me
spiritually now for I am alongside of you constantly. Awaken your spiritual self—this
will build confidence and there would be nothing that could bother you or hold you back
from living a God-like life!”
July 6, 1965

Windows Of Heaven
The windows of heaven
Are opened wide
For all the world to see
The love God has
For every man
Is the goal He set
For you and me
You too can see
This heaven
When you open
Wide your heart
Give of this love
And you will do your part
April 28, 1970

Pushing the little fellow out to get you on top is not being successful. God sees all,
knows all. Do your actions show you are developing a soul’s growth; or just
accumulating material things? The love you are giving and receiving, is it sincere or
false? How solid a foundation is your faith built on? What will you take on through
eternity? Remember, you are in eternity now. What you have gained or learned—will it
endure or will it decay and crumble with age? Love of God survives all floods, fires,
earthquakes, man wars and death! If tomorrow death should overtake your body what
have you to show God? Think about this!
Do you love the child in your family who is in college more than your child who is in
grammar school or kindergarten? Do you have the same love for all of your children,
regardless of what stage of learning they are in? If this be true of human beings how
much greater is the love of God for all of His children in all their different stages of
learning.
All the preaching in the world will do no good if the soul is not in the stage of
development to understand it. No more than everyone can heal the sick and be
clairvoyant all at one time. Everyone has the potential of these perfections but they are in
different stages of growing. The trouble is the ones who have reached the stages of
perfection in different phases of learning do not understand others who do not react like
they do to the same situation. They forget the other person may not have perfected that
stage as yet, even tho they are an adult.
By putting fears in these people and criticizing them, only retards their growth. Love
and understanding is needed.
October 3, 1965

God Is There
When you’re feeling lonely
And you say you’re awfully blue
Just think of many that you love
And picture them with you
For thoughts are things that can be real
If you but think them so
And know that God is there with you
Wherever you may go
I never have a lonesome moment
Or time to feel I’m blue
For every sleeping, waking moment
I feel God’s with me, too
I know He knows my weakness
And the blunders that I make
Though He is there to guide me
In every step I take
We all must have our trials and errors
For this is how we learn
For we will all be perfect
When to Him we will return
July 19, 1966

The joy one gets from ‘anticipating’ is too great to describe. Even the actual event is
less enjoyable. Now if this is the truth, why isn’t it possible to be joyful most of our lives
if we so wished? Or is it that we mortals are prone to look at the dark side of life more
often than we do the sunny side.
Our ‘imagination’ is one of the many wonderful gifts God gave us. There isn’t a place
on earth that we can not go with our imagination, and we can do anything we wish to,
also. We can be whatever we want to be just by using our imagination. I don’t believe
anyone realizes to what extent their imagination can go.
All are equally blessed with this gift. Again, remember God said, “Be as little
children.” All children have a wonderful imagination they use. It gives them happiness
and hope. Without leaving their room physically they project their minds and
imagination to far off places. They have imaginary playmates and even food that is
delicious to their taste.
No one would ever be lonely or unhappy if they used this God gift to bring happiness to
themselves. You would never have to eat to walk alone, just pretend other people are
there with you, which in truth they actually are. God so planned that you would have
Guardian Angels watching over you constantly, also teachers of higher intelligence ever
ready for your beck and call. But how few of you realize these gifts of God!
Start today to use these gifts and see how happy you will feel. Not just for a moment
but throughout each day. When you pray you feel God hears you so why do you think
He does not hear you when your heart cries out from loneliness! Your thoughts bring
you in contact with these forces. All thoughts are light vibrations. These electrical
impulses contact other impulses and unite. They are automatically drawn together. Only
your unawareness closes them out. Open your mind to them, let them come through to
bring you the happiness you deserve!
February 21, 1965

Love
What mysteries lie behind this word
More powerful than atom power
That quickens every heartbeat
And poets write about for hours
No human can escape its feeling
Or life would not be worthwhile
It’s free for all to give and take
It’s what make people smile
It’s given to each tiny soul
The moment life begins
For God gives it to everyone
But hides it deep within
One has to guard it on its flight
Direct it on its way
Protect it with sincerity
Make sure it’s there to stay
For each time you are giving
This precious gift of God
You are making Heaven on earth
As on through life you trod
April 9, 1970

God gave each of us something to give to each other. Don’t try to be like someone else
for then you are false. Be yourself. What you have to give and the way you give it is
what is important and makes the distinction between people. Don’t go places to see what
other people can give you. See what you can give them. This is God’s teaching. Most
people keep looking for what someone can give them. They feel sorry for themselves
because they are lonely and they say nobody loves them. Why-Why-Why! Ask yourself
what have you given to others—not yesterday, today—what are you giving? You are not
rich by what you accumulate but by what you give. One of ‘God’s Fountains of
Youth’—‘Giving!’
Most people are trying to seek companionship with others, to know others—Know
thyself first then you will know all others! Secret number two: You will never be lonely
because you are composed of many, many people. Most people really don’t want to
know the truth about themselves but still they are searching for an easy way out in this
life. One of the hardest lessons you each have to learn is learning to know yourself!
There is a false teaching saying, you must love yourself first, before you can love
another. Too many love only themselves.
GOD says, know thyself, but “love others.” This does not mean you have to hibernate
or spend hours in meditating because from moment to moment the real you is telling you
what to do. Who are the deaf ones? Not those few that you know physically are, but
each of you! You can’t hear this inner voice trying to direct you each moment. You
spend more time running from yourself than anything else. You are priceless jewel!
Your richness you could not put a price on. Realize your worth. The only way is to give
out with your real self, not what you have learned from books or academic schools. Just
the teacher within has all your undiscovered secrets to your richness. Seek that teacher
within!
Be yourself. The minute you try to be like somebody else you lose your identity. You
are here to perfect the real you. Why waste time trying to be like somebody else? The
ingredients that go into making a fine character are good morals, being truthful,
understanding, loving, patient, tolerant and forgiving. The secret of success is to know
how much of each is needed! That is where each one becomes an individual, by his
selection of the right amount he uses! And knowing when to use it.

Our Little Helpers
What beauties lie in the bright blue sky
That very few eyes can see
But just beyond are the angels
They watch over you and me
How could anyone be lonesome
Or feel that no one cares
When the very air around us
Is filled with Angels everywhere
They know our every action
And thoughts we try to hide
For Jesus taught them what to do
Each one’s a Special Guide
So if you catch me staring
Away out into space
I’m only watching the Angels
That come to light my face
November 23, 1962

Schools stress too much on how to make money instead of how to build character. You
never find wisdom in books. Through experience you gain wisdom. No one else can
bring out the real you but you.
Jesus never sold what was given to him free. You all have what you are searching for
within yourself. Don’t let others exploit what already is yours!
How could you ever find what you are looking for on the outside when you already
have it within. It is like locking a door with all the food behind it and going out looking
for more on a desert! You have what you need already. When you realize this you have
one of the great secrets of life. God’s personal secret He has shared with all of you from
the beginning.
Do you feel prejudice for other races? Then make a test. Take ten people of all races,
or twenty would be better—let them blindfold you—then shake hands with each one.
Can you tell them apart! Is one tougher, meaner, more ignorant than the other, by the
feel of his hand? This way you are physically coming in contact with them. Is there any
difference? Honestly, you are blinded by what you see and not by what actually exists!
Remember, by touching the hand of each you cannot tell which one is black, white,
yellow, or if he is rich or poor, a doctor or student. So how can you honestly judge by
your earthly eyes who is good or bad! God judges not for He knows all are as good and
precious as the next.
January 23, 1966
Remember, there is a difference between being humble and knowing the right answers
come from within, and receiving them at the right time, to solve each moment’s problem,
and feeling superior toward others, because you have found these answers. The latter is
your ego, and when ego enters into your outlook you lose the inner knowledge
protection, because you are beginning to think you are solving these problems, through
the knowledge you read in books. You begin to let your conscious brain take over and
then you too, make wrong decisions, and blame it on your inner knowledge. By your
egotism you close the inner channels from helping you. Only through humility do you
continue to receive this great understanding of all problems. One seeks outside help only
when he has closed off this ‘inner-all-knowing’ source.
Let it be remembered, to try to gain superiority and financial gain from a knowledge
that was given you freely you not only lose this knowledge but give other knowledge out
falsely! Never try to be God by using what God gave you feely. Give it to others freely
without a puffed-up feeling of superiority, or in the end you will lose all admiration from
others and self-esteem and respect.
Many intellects feel superior to others because they have memorized what others
succeeded in accomplishing. They feel they have accomplished the same thing. This is
false ego. You may learn how to use another’s knowledge in helping you accomplish
something fruitful yourself, but you cannot gain respect and love from others by living
off the glory of someone else’s work. All KNOWLEDGE you gain is for the purpose of
helping you with your REAL purpose in life, and to help you work it out to its perfection.
Never feel superior because you remember other people’s great works. You must do
great works of your own. You have the power, the inner knowledge to handle all
situations as soon as you have confidence in yourself. Don’t rely on others for this
help—first seek within—you will be directed right.

Trying to explain to others this source of strength and knowledge may help them also.
Accept it and use it, knowing it is always there in any situation. By using what you’ve
read or heard confuses your daily living. Let this knowledge be examples to look at but
not to glorify as your own accomplishments. Each has something to give to the world in
his own way. Seek this real you. Know this is right for you, not what others do. Just
what you know to be the real you. Who can say which is the greater, the tiny speck of
sand or the whole beach, for without each tiny speck there would be no beach! If we
could all remember each little part we play contributes to the great overall picture. Each
is important in his own way.

Something Worth Chewing On!
You can never show strength by force.
You need never “show off” to God.
Wisdom never comes from books alone.
If one knew his real age, he would be ancient at birth.
Your God is only what you make Him.
Seek not the applause of the multitudes, but the deep love and understanding of one
friend.
You are not what you say, but what you think.
Love can never be bound and secured.
The real life you live is in your thoughts only.
Your real success is never known here.
Good need never show its halo.
God has all the patience in the world, only you are impatient.
Rain and tears bring sunshine the morrow.
Love is manifested from the soul, not the lips.
The greater you is unknown to man.
He who gives is receiving.
Love is everywhere, though you cannot see it.
Great is he who can say, “I will try again.”
November 21, 1965

Much has been said about ‘ego’. Ego is what you are making of yourself. Ego can be
‘God love’ or it can be ‘self love.’ Self love is not God love. There is a great difference.
God love is sharing. Self love is taking to one’s self as much as possible in material
possession, or wanting admiration from others, or control of others for personal gain
only.
God love is sharing all the good, all the love, all the material gains one makes in this
existence. This is true God love, or ‘earth ego’ used in the right way.
Most ego is man-made to fit a description of an individual’s personality in relation to
society. It really is his stage of learning. He expresses only through his soul’s growth,
regardless of how much so-called education he has in this earth existence. He still can
only use it as wisely as his soul’s growth allows him to use it, or as much as his soul’s
growth knows how to use it. The same would be said of a tiny child. Give him a million
dollars and he probably would throw it around, play with it, not realizing its real worth—
not able to use it wisely. So it is with education. One must learn to understand and know
one’s soul growth before he can use book knowledge wisely. Earth age is only an
outward sign of your physical growth, not your soul growth. That is why many become
mentally ill; because they do not have the inner growth to cope with the physical growth.
Follow me?
All must learn first things first, or you lose much of what you are learning, or you will
not use it in the correct way.
Modern society feels everyone should have a good education through schools, but don’t
forget the best teaching comes from understanding each other and accepting each other
for what they are in their stage of soul growth.
Again I say, do not judge the wisdom of the soul by earthy possessions or position.
Sometimes the most humble person is the nearest to God perfection which you are all
seeking to attain. Seek this inner love of a person and soon you will know the depth of
his wisdom. The greater his love for all humanity, the greater his soul growth and
wisdom. God has no place for all these earthly possessions—you take none of them with
you—only love, understanding, tolerance, patience and faith you have gained in your
earthly experiences.
May 16, 1966
Tolerance is understanding each soul and giving love and praise for what the individual
has accomplished, even though it does not come up to your expectation. Learn to take
the good from each one’s actions. Tolerance is giving brotherly love to all mankind.
Tolerance is forgiving errors others make while learning. Be sincere in this forgiving and
be sincere in the love you give to others. Learn brotherly love for all.
Tolerance and love for all mankind is the Truth this teaching is all about. God sees this
all unfolding as each one becomes more aware of his own potential!
November 30, 1970

Worth More Than Gold
God speed that love that heals me
God speed the love that cares
Though my weeping is not seen
My soul has felt its sting
I search—I look—I wonder
I dream and feel its warmth
Through lacy vapors I feel its touch
Evasive though it seems
What mysteries lie beyond the sight
Too wondrous to behold
That makes my soul keep searching
For this love worth more than gold
September 16, 1969

God’s Helpers
While lying here I watch the angels
Flying to and fro
What they are doing and what they are saying
I’m sure I do not know
All I know is through my illness
I felt them very near
As though they were my dearest friends
Who came to visit me here
This hospital is filled with many
Who never realize
These Angels will be waiting there
Each time a patient dies
Their missions are many
They work for us all
These are God’s helpers
Each time that you call
April 17, 1970

Jesus
Let me express myself through you, to the group, who are sincerely trying to bring
forth my new teachings. Again I say, my teaching is simple. Keep it simple in your
living of it. You must first understand all experiences are for a learning, a learning for
the soul’s growth. Do not call it ‘bad luck’ or say, ‘God is punishing me for something
I’ve done’ when reverses take place. These are not reverses, but lessons. They may be
reverse of what you would like but you would not learn this one phase of learning unless
you experienced it first. Everything has its purpose and everyone has his purpose for
being on your plane of existence.
The experience one goes through does not mean another has to go through them during
this lifetime. He may have gone through them in a former life or former experience.
Each one’s soul growth is in different degrees of development. I say development
because all will reach true perfection eventually. Your purpose is to help others to
understand why they are going through these so-called problems. If all could understand
the growth they are gaining with each experience their problem would become easier and
joy would radiate from their countenance. So I say, show your love for each one
experiencing difficulty with their problem and explain the growth they are gaining
through this experience. This is the secret many are searching for! Remember, it is not
what you have to go through but your attitude and knowledge gained from the
experience. That is why I shed no tears because I know the outcome and growth.
Your so-called illnesses and setbacks are only blockades to make you stop and learn
something you are overlooking; to redirect you onto the right road. To give you
knowledge needed before you can go on. Bless these so-called setbacks and search for
the learning. Listen to that wee voice of your ‘teacher’ and ‘guide’ to direct you on your
journey through life.
Just knowing other people are loving you and understanding why you are going
through these experiences lightens one’s burdens. This why I taught “Love one another;”
all are in stages of learning. As long as you are on this plane of life you are in a stage of
learning. Remember this, my children!

Love Waves
Love waves surround you
From thoughts sent far and near
Too great to grasp in moment’s pause
Divine because it’s all from God
Though many are the sources
Healing winds continue to blow
And soon will reach their goal
Though barriers many have blocked the way
Its mission will be won
September 16, 1969

Jesus
You are only ‘turned’ into the healing vibrations that your mind is ‘tuned’ into. If you
continue to think there is no cure for your illness, there is no cure because you are tuned
in on a negative channel. The healing channel cannot get through. If you are thinking
disharmony, disharmony comes in.
All of mankind is so used to listening to all types of news, whether it is constructive or
destructive, that your tuning stations are constantly being turned from one vibration to
another.
To get well from any illness you must have people around you who are thinking and
talking good health. The more love people are sending you the faster you will get well.
But the important ‘contact’ must be made by you. You cannot receive anything from
stations or vibrations you are not tuned into yourself. All the prayers and love in the
world would do you no good if you were not tuned in to receive them. Remember this
important message. Reread many times.
A man would die of thirst if he failed to open his mouth to receive the water, even
though there were gallons of fresh water right in front of him. So it is with healing. One
must open up to receive it. The same with all knowledge and wisdom ready to come into
your consciousness, if you but open your channels to them.
God knows the purpose for which you are obtaining this wisdom and knowledge and
healing. If he feels you will misuse it he closes the door until you are in the right
receptive mood.
HAVE OPEN DISCUSSIONS WITH THOSE ON YOUR SPIRITUAL LEVEL and
we will come in to enlarge on messages being received and being sent. Many will say
they never get any impressions or they don’t feel any closeness to the spirit world. Feel
sorry for these individuals because they are surrounded by all knowledge but their own
conscious brain blocks out this channel by keeping constantly occupied by trivial earthly
events of no importance. They search for this wisdom in books only. They have
forgotten the greatest teachers of all are the invisible ones. Between lives they are aware
of these teachers and wish to return to earth to continue their learning.
Regardless of what is being broadcast on any of the television stations there on earth,
you could not hear any of it unless you were tuned in to receive it. The same with
spiritual knowledge. It is all there on many levels of learning for you to tune into! Too
many scatter their forces and won’t take the time to learn one step at a time. This is the
only way this knowledge can be of benefit to you.
September 20, 1969
Jesus
When will man realize he has the greatest built-in ‘Receiver Set’ right within himself?
This is better than any material instrument made by man. God gave each and every soul
this wonderful gift. He also gave man free will to tune in on this set for any and all
thoughts, power, and knowledge which he desires. Only by your own thoughts do you
reach different levels of learning through these channels. Only through years of
experiment do you realize the uselessness of many of the things you tune into daily.
Finally you realize you have the choice to zero into the ‘Spirit Power’ which is Godpower. It is a power that eliminates all fears and worry. It is controlled by God alone,

the giver of all, and if man would let God help him to overcome unpleasant earthly
experiences how beautiful life could be. Man being in a physical world quickly loses his
‘Spiritual Faith’ and puts his faith in material things only thereby closing the other
channel off and creating more problems for himself and others.
December 5, 1969

Just Beyond
Beyond the glitter of the lights
Beyond the sounds of life
Beyond the actions of humanity
With all its struggles and strife
There is a peaceful atmosphere
Where love and hope and faith abide
It’s all around though few can see
Though the channels are opened wide
But few “tune in” and feel this bliss
The mad rush of human life
Destroys the life they seek
The young want to be old
The old want to be young
How few want to be where they are
April 26, 1969

When a child reaches his teens you must realize you are the one that has lost faith in
God, not the child, because through these formative years this divine child of God has
come a long way. Now that you have been teaching him self-reliance you rebel when he
chooses to be different than what you think he should be. How can he rely on his own
judgment unless he is given a chance to prove he can. The mistakes he makes are only
lessons in learning ‘what not to do.’ Perhaps you adults are the ones who can not take
these mistakes, not the teenager. So you are the ones that are rebelling, not the child.
How quickly you forget the many things you did as teenagers that your parents opposed,
yet through it all you learned. This is the important answer to all this generation gap.
You are forgetting these children are learning every step of the way. You let your ego
dominate many decisions; your ‘pride’ and ‘ego’ are very weak structures to cling to
because they let you fall ‘flat on your face’ when you least expect it! Remember, the
same great power of God is motivating your child that is motivating you. He loves each
one equally, regardless of what actions they are going through. You all must realize
each one may need different experiences to gain the same knowledge. All of life is a
school in which you all are continually learning in one or more phases of your ultimate
perfection. Your earth age means nothing where your schooling in ‘Soul Perfection’ is
concerned. So let each one develop in whatever way he is capable of developing.
What good would it do for a teacher in school to give to each student the answers to all
of the problems? When they left the school they would be unable to work any problems
on their own. When she teaches them ‘how’ to solve the problem then they can solve it
on their own, regardless of where they are. So it is with child training. If you constantly
have to keep your children in sight to watch every move and correct every move they
never will have confidence in themselves to work out their future problems themselves.
Remember it is better they fall when they are young than when older. They can pick
themselves up more quickly and will try again in a different way. Remember, a child
would never learn to walk alone if you constantly carried him around and held him up.
Think about this!
Jesus
Why does one constantly feel he has to have God’s teachings repeated over and over?
Did I not make His teachings clear and simple so all could understand? Why do so many
put complicated interpretations on them?
No one need have alibis for his actions. Seek not escapes for actions—learn from
them, then go on. You are punishing yourselves, not God the Father of all. Would He
not have you beside him now if you had learned all? All go through this schooling to
reach their perfection. Then and only then are you one with the Father!
You are now all part of the One; at perfection you are One with the Father, never to
separate again. Re-read to understand.
September 28, 1969
Jesus
Though there are many who refuse to believe this, you have lived many lifetimes
before and will live many lifetimes again before you reach your perfection. No one

knows the growth of a child’s ‘Soul Mind.’ You only know the age of his body. Never
underestimate the intelligence of any soul!
August 16, 1969
Did you ever stop to think if the scientists could prove to you this inner knowledge that
is available to everyone they would be giving away their ‘trade secrets.’ Stop wishing
scientists would prove this so-called psychic knowledge. You must realize you are your
own scientist and only you can discover what you already have. This is your ‘divine
individuality.’ Only you can discover the uniqueness of this priceless reservoir.
Everyone has the same chance to discover his own ‘gold mine.’ No one else can discover
another’s. As in former lessons I told you you were teacher and student. This means
everyone is, regardless of age.
Now you may be surprised when I tell you you are your own doctor. Other so-called
doctors can only diagnose your illness but you yourself have to cure it. A doctor may
operate and remove foreign objects but you and your millions of cells have to heal the
incision. You are a judge or attorney. Every day you are judging what to do in many
actions. You are an attorney defending yourself against other’s accusations. I could go
on naming any so-called specialized field and you will find you are one, also. The
difference lies in the fact these ‘specialists’ are earning a living by these specialized
fields, because many earth people have not discovered their own qualities in these
particular fields. Sooner or later every soul will develop to his full potential and will
realize that all have the capabilities of every specialized field. The uniqueness of each
individual is how he expresses this knowledge and his giving out of it to those who have
not reached this stage of awareness.
Every jealousy, hatred, and resentment vanishes when you, as an individual, realize
your capabilities. Each has every desire, every wish, every hope, every love that he is
capable of thinking of already within himself. Think about this and you will realize the
truth of this statement.
March 26, 1969
God has a purpose for not wanting science to take over this belief in Psychic
Phenomenon because this is a science that cannot be controlled in a test tube. Each
individual is his own scientist and only as each individual recognizes his own ability to
use this God given power will it do him any good. All the knowledge or psychic powers
other people have could not do them any good unless each as an individual scientist
recognizes his own powers and uses his own powers for the betterment of himself.
If science once thought it could control psychic power it would delve further into it.
But it already realizes its powers are scattered throughout the world and in different
degrees in each individual. So while you are waiting for scientists to come out and back
psychic knowledge the scientists continue to use their own psychic ability to further
material discoveries.
This is one proof God gave each man destiny over self. He intended that you stay as
individuals, unique and divine. He did not intend that any man or group of men should
have power over you, to be able to force you in one direction or another by using this
psychic power in the wrong way.
Once scientists recognize this tremendous power that is all around each of you they will
try to ‘harness’ it and use it to control all of humanity. Even as individuals God does not

allow those that would mis-use this power to have it very long. He closes it off and then
you have the fakers and charlatans who are still trying to make money off this God given
gift. These are the people that give this priceless gift a ‘bad name’ in the eyes of many.
So when you keep hoping scientists recognize this power you better stop and think.
God is still the wise overseer and knows that no one group should have control over this
precious individual God given power.
This is my answer to what I have been striving for—the hope that everyone realizes his
own worth in this beautiful world and seeks to know himself better. As he does he will
know everyone better and more peace will spread around the world.
One can readily see what scientists did with the tiny atom. They put many together to
make the most destructive force in the world. What would the scientists do if they could
control all of your ‘wills.’ You would be nothing but puppets being pulled and swayed in
whatever direction the few in control wanted you to go. So again I say, be thankful God
is not letting scientists know how to control psychic power.
Remember you need never be ‘envious’ of anyone else because right within yourself
you have everything that can be developed to be exactly like the one you ‘envy.’ But, if
you let this false emotion block your own self from developing it may take longer to
attain this accomplishment. Remember, anything anyone else can do you can do. You
may not be able to do it in one lifetime, but the other person may not have been able to do
it in one lifetime either—this only he knows deep in his Soul mind. Never envy another.
It only shows lack of confidence in yourself as a child of God. Remember always, God
made every Soul equal. Each has the same potential and will attain perfection in due
time. Never envy another but use him as an example of what you would like to attain.
Many frustrations come from trying to be like someone else and not knowing ‘self.’ You
would not try to start in college and work down to kindergarten. You know better
because it is clearly seen you need to take the first steps first. So it is with all
accomplishments; don’t rush into something you don’t have the foundation for. Build
from the bottom UP!
This is the trouble with your young generation. You, as adults, have given them things
they should have worked their way up to and earned, but without any effort or knowledge
gained they are given these goals only to find they mean nothing to them. Then the child
begins to search for something he can feel he is doing on his own.
You better start denying the luxuries of life to the young and let them have the pleasure
of attaining these goals by their own initiative. Stop giving them material things—
instead give them love and understanding and confidence to accomplish whatever they
were put on this earth to learn! These are the most important gifts you can give them!

We Love Him So
New meetings—new greetings
Awaken our soul
New energy—new hopes
Restores out faith anew
New friendships—new thoughts
Are food for the soul
New growth—new wisdom
For each experience we have
New struggles—new heartaches
New burdens—new griefs
But deep within we feel the touch
Of God’s reassuring hand
So dark days brighten
And hopes renew again
Enjoying all God’s beauties
The flowers—the trees—the sun
A distant star—a blade of grass
Holds mysteries yet unknown
So much to learn—so much to know
I guess that’s why we love HIM so
October 24, 1969

Jesus
When you recognize the Christ in you you are in tune with the Father of all the
Universe. By concentrating on what you want to learn the all-knowing teachers on this
side come in and help. But you must be sincere in wanting to use this knowledge in the
right way. You are each being trained through your many lifetimes to learn only certain
knowledge and wisdom so you, in turn, can be teachers on this side. Only deep within
each one is the answer to what you should strive to perfect as an individual. Remember
every type of teaching is just as important as any other.
April 20, 1969
Jesus
How long will it take religious leaders of all sects to know there is only one God?
Even though each one calls him by different names He still is the same God—Father of
all creation!
Why is it that man is forever trying to make his life more complicated by material
things and with new words that mean the same thing? You should be spending more
time trying to understand each other and learn the real reason you are on this earth. So
many of man-made things are unnecessary. If this time and money were spend delving
into your deep consciousness you would understand all people better.
We see all this racial prejudice, how futile it is when one stops to think that when a man
dies only his invisible soul goes on in eternity. Is this soul black, white, yellow or of any
distinguishable color to separate one from another? Is there a supreme being standing
guard ready to separate each of these souls according to color, race, or creed? Do you
actually believe this? Just what is your concept of life on the other side? Are there just
going to be a select few walking golden streets and living in gold castles? How will you
feel if the dear friend you loved or a dear brother you loved were not there though they
had ‘gone over’ before you? Would you be happy? Could this be ‘Paradise?’ I hardly
think so. Think about these questions and ask yourself was God right when he said. “All
men are created equal.”
God did not say all men would look alike in color or all men would be ministers,
doctors, or farmers. God created the souls of men. Human beings make the body that
holds the soul temporarily. Only the soul returns to God, the body returns to the soil.
Maybe we would have less prejudice if we remembered these few things.
October 20, 1968

The Other Side Of Life
I often sit and wonder
Just what it will be like
When we cross the bridge
To the other side of life
Will the flowers bloom and smell
Will trees be green and shady
Will streets be made of shining gold
And diamonds sparkling everywhere
Or will our souls continue on
In search of God-perfection
With higher teachers and our guides
Leading us on through eternity
October 24, 1969

God So Generously Gives
Precious moments swiftly passing
One tries to recall them
To slow their passing
Yet steadily on they go
So much to be done
So much to be said
So much love to give
But so little time left
The sand continues to sift downward
One is swallowed up
By the immensity of God’s creation
Ands in wonderment of what our purpose is
And if we fulfilled it
As our waning years appear
Time I know you cannot stand still
But please dear God
Give me a little more time
To give the love I have to give
The understanding I have to give
And the joy you so generously gave me
Let me have time to give it to others
October 14, 1969

Thomas
Everyone is at war, if they know it or not, every minute of the day or night. You can
never get away from this enemy as long as you are on this earth. You are fighting it
constantly whether you are aware of it or not. Who is this enemy? It is a four letter
word—man made—called TIME. Think on this a minute or two. What causes tension,
fear, anger, unrest, frustration, and ill health?
Tension is caused from lack of time to solve your problems. The great pace society
sets is a constant strain on children and adults alike. One is afraid to relax for fear he will
not finish all he has to do, or that he might miss something that is going on. You all fear
not being accepted in society, not succeeding in school and work. You rush to and fro
trying to accumulate worldly goods in hopes of being accepted.
Anger comes from not taking the time to understand the other person’s reason for his
action. Parents scold and become angry with their children because they are so busy
trying to do all the chores before a certain time. They don’t take time to find out why the
child is doing what he is doing.
You have unrest because you do not like what you have or what you are doing or how
society is treating you. You are afraid to relax and let things work out naturally.
You become frustrated because you cannot get where you want to fast enough. All
accidents are caused from lack of time. You speed, cut in, and lack courtesy because you
are in a hurry to get somewhere.
This is where illness begins. Your cells in your body are in constant conflict with your
mind. The natural movements of cells are speeded up in one part of the body and another
part slowed down. They ‘bump,’ restrict, and bruise themselves trying to keep up a pace
nature never intended for them.
It’s like having the team of horses in front going slower than the team in back of them.
They are bumping each other, jerking the wagon and causing chaos. An automobile can’t
go in reverse and forward at the same time, yet you are doing this to your body. Your
mind is pulling one way and your nature pulling another.
This is true of men working on jobs they do not like. Their minds are pulling against
their actions. The body is acting one way, the mind wanting it to do something else—
thus frustration, fear, anger and illness set in.
Why let time dig your grave? Why not know it takes many lifetimes to grow in
wisdom. Be as little children—learn one step at a time. Don’t try to reach that top and
be buried under your own mountain. Half the things you think you need are useless. If
you need material wealth to hold friends they are not worth holding. They still do not
love you, they love what you have.
Start life searching for the richness of each one’s mind—not their brain, but their soul
mind. You will be so rich and thankful life will take on a new beauty. The great love
you will find there surpasses any you would receive from wealth. You will find peace
with each one you meet. You will not have to wonder, ‘Do they like me?’ You won’t
have to pretend to be something you are not just to make them like you. You can be the
real you, with untold wealth within. Those seeking this inner you will at once feel
blessed and richer by just knowing you. Because the richness you have deep within can
be shared over and over again and never needs replenishing. It is a lasting wealth each
one has but very, very few know it, or know how to reach other people’s gold mines.
September 24, 1966

Cross the Veil
Beyond the veil of human emotions
Beyond all earthly judging
There is a place of peace and joy
Where God love rules supreme
It’s where you can be yourself
Without pretending what you aren’t
Where everyone will greet you
And see the love you hold inside
Fears that held you in bondage
All hurts from untrue friends
Just drop away and disappear
Only true love fills your soul
It doesn’t matter what you were
If titled or in poverty
These earthly stations lose their worth
When once you’ve traveled cross the veil
So close and yet so far it is
One’s conscious brain can’t fathom
The nearness of this wondrous love
That God gives all when you return
November 26, 1969

Learn to accept an individual for his true feelings, not a mask he has to wear to please
you. Know the true self. Joy will be increase, love will spread. One must be taught how
to accept people with opposite natures and viewpoints. After all, how do you know you
are right and he is wrong? He may feel the same about you with his knowledge or
awareness and you may seem wrong to him.
God made this world large enough for everyone to express in his own way. Yes, you
have man-made laws which all must obey, but men of strong character need no laws to
tell them what is right and wrong. Laws are no hindrance to them because they would do
as the law says, regardless if it were a law or not.
When an individual does express himself freely he may be called way out, insane, or a
rebel. Much truth is overlooked due to your society being afraid to be different.
Everything nowadays is mimicked or memorized from someone else. You can only be
classed as groups of people, not as individuals. Why do people think that only in the past
were there great teachers of philosophy? Man’s mind today is greater than of any time—
only man does not use his mind, he just uses his brain where only the knowledge learned
in this lifetime is stored, whereas his mind has knowledge of many lifetimes.
I plead to all universities, high schools, and grade schools—let the individual have a
chance for self expression. The rebel in the class may have great knowledge to express.
Ask him to do so. Reduce delinquency by letting children express themselves in schools.
They bottle up all these emotions and when they burst out they become dangerous,
whereas they could become of great help to mankind. Self expression is the greatest need
of all people. Denial of this pushes one’s energies in the wrong direction causing
destruction not only to one’s self but society as well.
Love a person for what he is, not what you are and think he should be but for what he
thinks and does himself. When mankind learns this wars will cease. Love will be the
ruling force. Man will find that love is a greater force than all man-made weapons.
Paul
My dear one, this is a Truth—that you have been given knowledge to many light pulses
ago. I am glad you ask again for clarification of this consciousness that you do know so
well.
If earth souls so wish to use the term ‘lost souls,’ they must place this connection with
earth bodies only. Even you, my dear, have light pulse moments, shall I say, of being a
lost soul—moments when you are not in tune with the wonderful overall light vibrations
which surround each of you.
Prayers, or love as we call it, should be sent out to every soul constantly. This word or
connecting vibration brings each soul back in tune with the real purpose of your being on
this plane. It is only like a loose bulb in a socket. Fasten it securely and the light will
shine again.
Each one’s purpose on your plane is to gather the loose connections and fasten them to
the main connection so as to shine in their own light. Fear not for the God-souls who
have left your earthly plane. There are many here who show them the way. None is lost.
Only in your plane of existence and in your present thought atmosphere can you feel or
imagine them ‘lost.’ Prayers, as you call them, love vibrations we call them, should be
sent out to the souls walking in your present vibrations. No one is ever lost on this side.
Only in your present concept of lost are there souls lost on your earth plane. This state
is only in brain or conscious brain thinking. Right within your midst are souls that feel

lost because of your present vibrations not reaching each other. It is only like a loose
connection. Assist in bringing it back and fastening it to the true God-love and it will
shine brightly again.
There is only one word that binds all and that is ‘Love.’ Only the lack of it loosens the
light, or I should say, only the misunderstanding or mis-use of it makes one feel like a
‘lost soul.’ This is only a few light pulses of existence. This you already know but you
wish to have it clarified or reassured.
Remember there are souls coming to earth for the first time. They flounder around
until they become steadied by the help of older souls. They are like tiny rays of light, not
strong enough or bright enough to be alone. Only with other rays do they realize their
worth. For unity is the power behind all. Unity is love. Love brings unity and unity
brings love. Love is the power, unity is the result!
Remember, love must be shared. To withhold it, one dies. It is the blending or sharing,
as you understand it, that brings forth the good on your plane of existence. Nothing—
and I mean nothing—can isolate itself and exist. Think about this. Every cell depends
upon another to exist. If isolated it needs a container—light or other God-made
substance—to continue in any form of recognition. Furthermore, if it is the only thing in
existence what purpose would it be? You are needed always, remember that. If at times
you feel lonesome and useless, always remember there is someone, something, some soul
searching desperately for you! Reach out. Don’t withdraw. As long as you exist you are
needed. Find your place—search for it! Don’t become disconnected. Keep your light
shining.
Time, as you know it, does not dim your light. Only you in thought shade it. It is
bright and will shine on all through eternity. Each has its place. Each has its purpose.
Who can say which is the greater, a tiny bolt can stop the largest machine! The world is
only as strong as its weakest soul! Think about this. The world is only as beautiful as
you make it! Life is only as beautiful as you make it. The most beautiful of God’s
creations are only as beautiful as you make them. This is the power you hold. This is the
light you give to the world. What good is your light if you do not use it? Think about
this. Remember above all—nothing in God’s creation is ever lost. Only in your state of
consciousness do you feel something is lost. Nothing in this world belongs to you alone
so you can never lose what you never owned. Think about this!

The Wonderment Of Life
The wonderment in all of life
Makes one breathless
Such beauty such peace
And overflowing love
That surrounds everyone of you
Cannot be comprehended
By your conscious brain alone
It takes deep concentration
And an open heart
To let these beauties and love come in
Be still and listen
To Nature’s beautiful music
The melody can only be heard
In the stillness of the night
You also catch the love vibrations
Being sent everywhere
And God’s deep love is felt
With His reassuring nearness
Sleep not away these hours
That hold all these wonders
They are for everyone to share
September 4, 1969

Only in earth’s consciousness do you have such emotions as fear, hate, resentment or
unhappiness. Due to the lack of knowledge or awareness of the power of thought you are
constantly poisoning the very atmosphere you are living in. Therefore sensitive people
pick up these ‘thought vibrations’ within themselves and they create illness or mean
thoughts that they in turn send out to others. Fear of cancer is one that has gripped the
whole world. Fear of communism is another, and hatred for one another. So the air is
constantly filled with these thought vibrations. As soon as fear of all these things are
cleared up in one’s own thoughts the body and mind become healthy again.
Human lives evolve or reincarnate or propagate like flower seeds or bulbs. To perfect a
perfect rose one has to replant year after year. Only after many years is a new flower
recognized as perfect. So it is with you. Each time you are on this earth you are
becoming more perfect. You are more loving, more understanding. Your highest
attainment is to see love in everyone and everything, to give out only love, to become
God-like in your way of living. If everyone sent out only love vibrations no one would
ever be lonely, sad or sick.
You cannot live in a house and constantly think mean thoughts and expect other people
to come in and not feel them. Sensitive people pick up these vibrations. They, in turn,
react accordingly. Keep happy thoughts and you keep a happy, healthy family. Mothers
can do much for their children just by thoughts they send out. Children are more
sensitive that adults. Animals are very sensitive to human feelings. See a contended
animal in a home and you will know those in the home are contended.
October 5, 1963
You have to be constantly aware of what your psychic senses are ‘tuning’ into. Many
times when you feel you are turning into souls on the ‘other side’ you may actually be
tuning into earth soul thoughts. This is called E.S.P. or extrasensory perception. You
pick up thought vibrations of living people. This also can happen when you go into
trance, which is a type of hypnosis. You may tap into your own soul mind and regress
back to former lives and experiences, thinking it is the experience of some soul on the
‘other side.’
Many groups are praying for these souls whom they feel are ‘lost’ over here, and they
hope their prayers will help to show them the ‘light’ of God so they can go on from there.
These prayers are not wasted because they do reach many earth souls who are in need of
help. Everyone should be sending love vibrations out into the world today. They are so
much needed.
You must re-evaluate the power and love of God for all His children before you belittle
Him by thinking He would let souls returning to Him be left alone in a lost state of
consciousness. Surely, if you believe you have Guides or Higher Teachers who watch
over you and help you while you are on earth, surely you could not believe they would
desert you when you returned to their side. Furthermore, most souls have returned to the
‘other side’ many times through reincarnation. Their soul mind remembers everything
when they return.
These are some of the psychic experiences each one must thoroughly check before you
conclude where these experiences are coming from. Remember you are constantly being

bombarded by various thought vibrations being sent out by earth souls. They are all in
the air around you. You must learn to define where these states of consciousness are
coming from.
December 3, 1970

The Spirit World
The spirit world is all around
Though very few can see it
Its wondrous beauty
And spiritual knowledge
Lets us see all of life
In a different perspective
No need to fret and worry
The future’s clear ahead
The goals we seek are visible
And our purpose all is known
No mortal man could fathom this
No matter what he knew
Not until he crosses over
And sees life from this view
January 31, 1970

Jesus
When I said, “No man cometh unto the Father but by me.” I meant LIKE me. I was
on earth many times before I was Jesus the Christ. I had to perfect each stage of my
perfection, the same as all of you are doing. My distinction was that I was the FIRST to
reach the perfection of God. I had perfected the Christ or God in me.
Many have reached their perfection since that time, and they also are one with God and
are capable of doing what I was able to do, even greater things than I did they are doing.
These are all Master Teachers. They are helping other souls who are reaching their
perfection of God. All are part of God. It is only when you reach perfection do you
consciously recognize your oneness with God. I was but an example of the perfection
each one of you will attain after your many incarnations. Knowing your ultimate goal is
reaching this perfection is the secret to a happy life!
So, to come unto the Father you must perfect the Christ or Father in you. It is as simple
as that.
Man-made laws, man-made names of calling people liars, thieves, murderers, only
block the growth of the Christ in you. All men are good in God’s eyes. He knows why
they react as they do. He does not turn them away from Him. All who call men names
do not live the Christ life they talk about. If they did they would help those in their
‘learning stage’ to recognize their own Christ and feel the love of God within. God does
not take away His love once He gives it. Only humans close this love off by letting
society fool them with outward selfishness towards material gains only. Patient God
knows this is only a stage of learning for each individual to build a lasting faith in unseen
forces.
Too many people are searching for someone to care for them, to love them, because
they feel alone, but as soon as they recognize the closeness to God they never feel alone
or unloved. For as sure as you are reading this the God in you is reading this and loving
you and helping you to feel this love within.
All of nature recognizes its oneness with God. There are no frustrations to block out
growth. Each tiny seed has faith in God to grow. Farmers also have great faith in God to
grow their crops. They know everything is a part of God and that part responds to their
faith in it.
God knows this is only a stage of learning for each individual to build a lasting faith in
unseen forces. Yet they are the only lasting forces in this whole Universe. Everything
originally came from an unseen thought or force. Think about this!
One of the greatest forces is love and love cannot be seen. It can be felt or shown in
some physical action but real love cannot be seen because it is of God. If you are one
that feels unloved you have not recognized the God love in you. Go within, not without.
The real lasting love is there already. God also knows you will become conscious of this
love sooner or later.
Every breath you take you are taking in God love. Think about this and begin to realize
all the love you already have—and a lasting love. You don’t need to gain material
wealth or fame to gain this love. It is already yours. It will always be there, if you are
rich or poor, black or white, a judge or janitor. Equal love is given you from God. God’s
only desire is for you to outwardly express this love to others and be aware of it at all
times.

Many pray to God to be loved. He already had answered your prayer with the greatest
love possible but too many of you are blinded from it by the glitter of false man-made
love. God’s love is everywhere, in everything, in every human being, in every animal, in
all of nature, and free for all to enjoy. Yet you seek a love that really never satisfies you.
How long will man seek in far off places for that which he already has in his own soul!
May 16, 1966 and
September 2, 1972
William
Remember, you do not know where the ‘breath of life,’ the ‘soul’ in your body came
from. You can call it whatever name you wish. You can say you came from any place
you wish, but remember it is from the same place that all souls came from, whether you
were born in Europe or North or South America or any other place on your earth. All
souls came from the same place! Furthermore, all souls will return to the same place.
Your growth will be known here and you will continue to return to earth for further
learning. You will keep returning until you have reached perfection. Each and every
soul will do exactly the same thing. Whether you are a Catholic, Protestant, Moslem or
Jew on your earth—all return without religious ties.
This you all must know so that separation of nations and different schools of thought
should start to unite as one, for you all are of the same ONE to begin with and you shall
return to the same One! Re-read—think—feel! Knowing this to be the truth why should
mankind continue to feel superior to one another? Why should mankind continue to war
against one another? You are equal in God’s eyes!
Too many humans are blinded by what they see. Judging another by what the eyes see
only you are only partly right. Closing your eyes and listening and feeling you come
closer to being right in your so-called judging. With your eyes closed, when you feel a
tiny baby, hear a tiny child’s cry you only have love for him as though he were your very
own. Why must your feelings change when you open your eyes and see the child is of a
different color or race than you are? An adult is still only that tiny baby with the body
grown older. The same loving soul is in that body. This should make you realize you
must continue loving these grown-up children for their souls are the same as when they
were tiny babies.
February 24, 1970
The fiery tongue of criticism leaves a burning feeling in one’s heart. Cease these
worldly actions and judging for you cannot see reality as reality. Humanity has
camouflaged reality until no one really knows what is real and what is not real. Go back
to nature and see God’s power and love at work without all this camouflaging and
pretense. There is more beauty and love in the original plan of God than in all this false
beauty you seek from mortal man.
When you say, “I’m not myself today,” it is a very true statement. You have let
material things change you and only when the confusion becomes too great do you stop
to take notice of what is happening to your real self. Your inner teachers keep trying to
help with your spiritual growth, but when you are out of ‘tune’ with us you start
floundering around and start feeling ‘lost’—or not yourself.

Again I say, it only takes a few seconds to bring yourself back into the ‘healing
vibrations and teachings.’ The average person’s span of attention to this ‘inner teaching’
is very limited because of the attraction for material gains in life. How much of these
material gains can you take with you if God called you home tomorrow? What have you
gained this lifetime that you can use in future lifetimes. Be honest and think a minute to
get your correct answer. Cease criticizing others who seem to lack motivation towards
material gains.
August 12, 1970
Jesus
This knowledge is for the purpose of equipping an individual with the Truth so he may
become more God-like and loving towards his fellowmen. If an individual, after learning
or having been exposed to this knowledge, uses it only to show superiority over others,
he will lose the benefits from it and will not be given further knowledge until he is
capable of handling it in the right way. This knowledge should make you understand all
peoples throughout the world and make you more tolerant and loving towards them.
Many are not ready for this knowledge because they cannot lose their earthly ego.
They feel they will have to ‘step down’ so to speak with others. In God’s eyes they are
the ones who need to catch up to the others who are trying to make a better life for all.
There is no stepping up or down in God’s eyes. You are only in different stages of
awareness of your real purpose for being here. The closer you are to all of life the closer
you are to perfection, which is the goal all are seeking.
Love comes wrapped in many coverings. But the real love found within a rough
covering sometimes is the most genuine and lasting. So judge not by one’s outward
appearance for within may be the greatest love of all. Earth souls miss so much by
seeing only the shell of humanity. God sees the real you under all your outside
coverings.
Reincarnation is a knowledge or awareness of great importance; but if one uses it as an
alibi to excuse his actions in this lifetime he is mis-using and misinterpreting this
knowledge. If you are aware of former lives you should realize you have an advantage
by which you can understand and solve earthly problems more quickly.
You should know if you have unpleasant situations they are only for a learning—so
tackle them and solve them as quickly as possible; but do not use excuses for not being
able to solve them.
Procrastinating or to prolong doing your share in making this world a better place to
live keeps you at a stand-still in your spiritual growth. No other human being can help
you grow if you do not use your own initiative first. You only gain by what you put into
life.
One can readily see why many are not capable of handling the knowledge of
reincarnation. Many who held important positions in former lives would strut in this
lifetime and expect others to look up to them. But one forgets all earthly titles vanish
when you journey back to the ‘other side.’ Only, and I mean only, the love and
understanding you gained in your earthly body remains with you. All are equal in God’s
eyes. Only you judge someone as better than another. Judging shows lack of the real
Truth all are seeking. Again, this shows your stage of learning. Strutting because of
former lives is the same as strutting because you know someone in an enviable position

in this lifetime. I say enviable because if you are strutting you still have false values of
what success is or an ideal position to be in. No position or title makes one greater than
another without title or position. These are not taken over on the ‘other side’ as you
journey on to new schools of learning, any more than you can wear or use your baby
clothes as you grow up.
These stages of learning are only steps to your perfection. If you stand still in this life
you are retarding your soul’s growth. If you withdraw from doing your share you are
denying your soul the growth it came here to perfect.
Many do not want to become involved in unpleasant situations but this may be your
greatest school of learning. Search for the learning from all experiences.
This is where wisdom is needed. All too quickly you refuse to face a little opposition.
As long as everything runs smoothly you go along, but if you have to put a little extra
effort into anything you quickly run from it. Nothing worthwhile is ever gained by this
so-called easy way. The greatest lessons learned are learned by the most difficult
experiences. But they will be the most beneficial to you in the years to come.
God gave each one a physical body to use. If He intended for you to just sit around and
wait for everything to come to you He would not have given you legs and arms to use.
This stage of your growth is for you to use what you have already learned. Storing it
up and thinking its value will increase is a false belief. You must use the knowledge
gained in your daily life. Only through the use of it does wisdom come. What good
would all this knowledge be if it were not used? It would be like a book on the shelf, if
no one knew what was in it, it would be of no value. Only by reading and using the
knowledge gained from the book would it be of any value.
You keep cramming your present brain with facts and fiction so that it becomes
congested and you have a hard time sorting out the truth from the fantasy. Get your real
growth from the Master Teachers on the ‘other side.’ Then you will know how to use the
book knowledge that you have learned. Don’t be impatient with this learning.
Remember time is eternal and you are in eternity already.
April 28, 1968
It must be remembered God gave these same teachings of Truth to many peoples since
the beginning of time. Many had inspirations and visions long before the coming of
Christ. Jesus’ soul was on this earth many times before to reach the final perfection He
was going through in His last lifetime. God was teaching Him as He went through his
final test of perfection. He returned to show Himself to His disciples as the perfection of
God ! He was an example of the perfection we will all attain after our many lifetimes of
learning. His teachings of God’s Truth sounds so simple, but mankind has found them
very difficult to follow.
Back through the ages great men with compassion for humanity have tried to live
God’s teachings but fell short of perfection. They were unable to sway nations away
from wars and prejudice. Though these men were told the same Truths we are being told
today, many who reported on these Truths misinterpreted them and as time went on many
different groups formed their own way of interpreting these same Truths. Thus, the many
different religions. God never intended His teachings to separate man from man by socalled religion. His was a “WAY OF LIFE” for all mankind.
Only until each soul has progressed far enough to remember what he has learned
through his many reincarnations will he be able to follow God’s Truth only.

Many who believe in the Karma theory believe that you come back many times to pay
for the mistakes you have made in former lives. With God’s teachings and Truth you
come back for a learning only. Never a punishment.
Knowing we have eight stages of perfection to go through give us our real purpose for
being here. What other purpose would God have for putting us on the earth in the first
place. Surely not to see us suffer and struggle through this one lifetime. With the great
love He has for all of His children He must have greater things in store for you. This He
has promised!
December 7, 1970
Old Ten Commandments
1. Thou shalt have no other gods
before me.
2. Thou shalt not make unto thee
any graven images.
3. Thou shalt not take the name of
the Lord thy God in vain.
4. Remember the Sabbath day to
keep it Holy.
5. Honor thy father and thy mother.
6. Thou shalt not kill.
7. Thou shalt not commit adultery.
8. Thou shalt not steal.
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness
against thy neighbor.
10. Thou shalt not covet thy
neighbor’s house.

New Interpretation By Jesus Of Ten
Commandments
Thou shall have no other God except the
one God; creator of all.
Only make one image to God.
Thou shall not speak to others in God’s
name except with reverence.
Every day is God’s day.
Thy father and thy mother, treat with true
respect.
Thou shall not destroy anyone’s enthusiasm,
love, faith, trust, or physical body.
Thou shall trust thy mate to be faithful.
Thou shall not willfully take away that
which belongs to another.
Thou shall love thy neighbor as thyself can
love thy neighbor, not as someone else
loves thy neighbor.
Thou shall not desire that which belongs to
another.

The Wonder Of God’s Love
The beauties of this wondrous world
Are not only for eyes to see
But for souls to feel
All other beauties diminish
When this richness you fell within
For God and His many beauties
Are felt and not seen
One may wonder at this wisdom
Until this great love is felt
Words and actions become stilled
Through the ecstasy of joy within
Diamonds furs and luxuries of all kinds
Stay behind you when you return to the Father
Only this great love remains with you
So limited is our vision
So muted are the words
Until we feel the Touch of God within
New horizons widen
Warmth and love fill the air
We then know
We have only been looking on the outside
When reviewing life with our eyes
So great this power—so gently His touch
So lasting His love
All other emotions fade
As does the setting sun
February 22, 1970

Part - Two
These additional messages were added to the fourth printing.
Many of these additional teachings have been given to me since this book was first
printed in 1971.
They have been given either inspirationally, or they are direct quotes from Jesus, and
other master teachers from the “other-side.”
Many unanswered questions that people have been asking for years, are answered in
this book.
I know they are the Truth of God, because Jesus, and the Higher Teachers, spell out
every word.
Jesus also has been healing people who are here at the time, He is giving these
messages.
We have received many messages, from relatives and friends, who have passed over on
the other-side. Later it was verified by Jesus, or a Master Teacher.
Some of the information had been given to me from Jesus years before.
Again this verifies the messages.
I do want to say, I am not trying to convince anyone, of these Truths. I am only making
you aware of them, and if you are ready for them, there will be no need to convince you.
You go back to the planet you were born under, when you leave here.
There you will learn if you have perfected your stage, or how much you still have to
learn.
If you have not completed it, you will have free-choice to come back, under the same
sign, any time you desire, to learn what you still need to know.
September 4, 1974
You may have to come back as many as a hundred times to perfect one stage.
Each time you choose your own parents, your location, and your nationality. You also
set the length of time you wish to stay on earth, this time.
You choose your own time of death, before you return to earth. No one dies, unless it
is the time he chose to leave.
No one can commit suicide, unless it is the time he chose. No death is accidental, it
was the time you chose.
You have free-will to do most things, but you do not have free-will to choose your
Master Teachers. They are appointed to each one.
Everyone has a Master Teacher who helps you all through your life, to perfect the stage
of growth you are in, if you are aware of it, or not.
You also have many guides, some are relatives and friends, who have gone over, and
want to help you fulfill some of your desires.
They are your guides, between their incarnations.
When you have perfected the stage you were learning, you return to your planet, and
your Master Teacher will tell you your next stage.

Then you go to the planet under that stage. There you again have free-choice, to
choose your parents, location, and your nationality. You also choose the time you wish
to return to earth for this learning.
September 4, 1974
This information came through “automatic writing,” from my Master Teacher, and later
was verified by Jesus.
“Come where all is Amen—which means, the end of nearly everything life makes
society do.”
“Over here we are spirit, and they sleep long enough to do 00000 (soul) change.”
I asked what were all those 000?
“Each circle (soul) connects you to another soul, and you go to connect with other
0000 (souls) to make round circles of ten souls.”
“Each round circle of ten souls connect with other round circles, of ten each, then they
form a chain of ten large circles, to make a hundred souls.”
I asked, where do you go?
“To planet each is born under.”
I said, you mean you link up with other souls, who are going to the same planet, you
are going to? Do you go there only certain times of the day?
“Yes, we let souls off at each planet, which takes only five minutes, your time, from
earth.”
Later my Master Teacher Zoro said, “Many souls wish to stay on earth by their loved
ones. This is their free-choice, they can stay as long as they desire.”
Later he said, “Venus is the planet where you will go, when you come over.”
I was born under the sign of Venus, May twelfth.
Some of the writings I could not make out, because they used symbols. So I said, can’t
you write so I can understand?
“We said more than anyone else has said.”
I said, you mean about the souls linking up?
“Yes, 00 (two souls) meet connect and go on connecting, until there are enough to go
on to the planets.”
I asked, how long do you wait here on earth before you go?
“Just long enough to connect, which is only minutes.”
I said, can you come back to see the loved ones you left behind?
“We see them all the time we are going to the planet.”
What about after you get to the planet? Are your Master Teachers right there, or have
they been with you, when you first crossed over?
“Two large circles are made up guides and Master Teachers, who help you over.”
“After you get to the planet, you change to a Christ child, and see what you still have to
learn.”
I asked, who tells you?
“Christ.”
I said, you mean Jesus Christ?
“Christ in each.”
What about your Master Teachers, I thought they told us?

“Your Master Teachers do help you, and you are where you review all of your life. All
have to see where they made wrong acts in life.”
Does your Master Teacher point the wrong actions out to you?
“No, you see your own mistakes, and want to come back, to do them right.”
I asked, how soon do you come back?
“Soon as you want.”
I said, don’t they usually wait until their immediate family comes over, before they
return to earth in a different life time?
“To answer is complicated, all are related to each other. Only on earth do you think
you are of different families.”
September 15, 1974
What a tremendous lesson! Later I verified this message with Jesus, and He said, “Yes,
this is the Truth. All Master Teachers teach the same Truth of God that I do.”
September 16, 1974
This is interesting how each soul links up with other souls, to form larger circles.
I asked Jesus, how large is one soul?
He said, “Eight feet.”
How much we still have to learn. Reread this last lesson, and think, if we are all
related, how are we treating our relatives?
Besides, just think how large our soul is. No wonder Jesus answered one of my
questions this way. I asked Him where your soul-mind is. He said “outside your body.”
I asked Him to stop me, as I reached from the tip of my toes, up to the top of my head,
where the soul was. He stopped as I was between the center of my forehead, and where
the soft spot is on a baby’s head. It’s eight feet tall—thirty-eight inches wide, and
sixteen inches thick. It is attached by soft spot, and has one hundred foot cord, two
inches thick.
After you have reached your final perfection of all the eight stages, you then become a
Master Teacher, and you will be capable of helping other earth souls, to reach their
perfection.
Your soul mind has all this knowledge, already, altho you did not have to show it in
your last lifetime. It is not necessary. You did show you had perfected the stage you
were in, at this time.
I asked Jesus what He meant when He said, “In My Father’s house are many
mansions.”
He said, “Each man builds his own mansion.”
Later I learned, only after you have reached your perfection of God, can you build, or
manifest your own mansion.
My Master Teacher said, “You spiritually manifest your own mansion.”
He also said, “Many who feel they are possessed by other entities, when they are not
acting like they normally would, in this life time, are only going back in time, or
regressing themselves, to other life time actions. Even those who say there are many
entities possessing them. It is only other life time entities, but it is the same soul.”
All must remember we have been on earth hundreds of times!

I told Jesus, the people on earth now, feel there is going to be an over population, and
there won’t be enough food, and space, for all of them, so they are having abortions, and
taking pills, so they don’t have any more children.
I asked Him if there are new souls coming to earth at this time?
He said, “There are no new souls. All the souls that were—is—is to be, have all been
on earth before. They were all made at the same time, since the beginning. Many are on
other planets, waiting for the conditions of the earth to be such, that they could learn
from it.”
“The conditions of the earth now, makes many souls want to come back for their
learning. There are no new souls, just that they are returning for further learning.”
I asked Jesus if He was of Jewish descent. He said, “No. I descended from God the
same as all of you have.”
I said, what about your nationality?
He said, “Nationalities are for earth identification only.”
This is a great lesson to remember!
August 4, 1974
All of the poems in this book, have been given to me inspirationally. I wrote them just
as they were given.
I feel very blessed having the “Spirit Forces” using me to bring forth such beautiful
thoughts!
October 1, 1974

Communion With God
Wise men seek communion
With those who really know
God’s secrets they reveal to you
To help your awareness grow
Your desire to be perfect like God
Opens wide the channel door
And Master Teachers rush right in
And Teach you things you not known before
So great this knowledge so great the desire
Time flies by—but one must not tire
God made you a perfect channel of love
So you may give love—like His from above
May 28, 1972

Till The End Of Time
Sometimes in life, we often wonder
Why the hard roads—we have to climb
Some days it seems
We just can’t go on
With the burdens and heartaches
We have at the time
But somehow somewhere
New strength is found
Given by these kindly souls
Who have wandered far and near
In search of true love
That they could share
All their joys and sorrows with
Till the end of time
May 12, 1933

Many have asked what happens to those who do not believe in God, or reincarnation.
Jesus said “Man only thinks this way in his brain, because of earth training. Each
soul-mind has been over here many many times, and knows all about God, and all of
life’s purpose.”
I asked Jesus if God could show Himself to us, how large would He be?
He said, “God is spirit.”
I said yes, I know, but how big would He be?
Jesus said, “As wide as you can zero into, and as high as infinity.”
Isn’t this a beautiful answer?
One day when I was praying to Jesus, and asking Him to help heal some friends, He
said, “When you pray to me, I hear your prayers, when others pray to Gandhi, or the
Buddha, they too have their prayers answered, because they are ONE with the Father,
and capable of doing what I can do.” This really unites all religions. Jesus is letting us
know, many religious leaders have reached their perfection, and capable of doing what
He can do.

Jesus Is Here
Jesus is as real today
As real as you and I
He comes to help us through
Each day that passes by
He always surrounds us
With His wondrous love
That God gives to all
From His heaven above
Forget all the sorrows
They are all in the past
Just think of all the joys
They are the ones that last
September 19, 1972

Where Does It Hide
Love-love-love
That elusive spirit of God
That priceless gift—He gives to all
To give—to use—to feel—to hold
Tell me—where does it hide
March 16, 1972

When Jesus was giving me the stages of perfection, He said “I was the first to reach the
perfection of God, which many have, since my time, and all souls will reach, after their
many incarnations.”
I said name some who have reached their perfection. He said, “Gandhi, Yogananda,
and Confucious.”
Again, He is uniting all religions, under ONE God. “Each only worship Him with
different names,” He said.
June 6, 1970
I asked Jesus if He wrote anything in the Bible. He said, “No, all was given through
inspiration of God, to man, and man could only interpret it, with the knowledge he had at
the time.”
This we must always remember. It is man’s interpretation of God’s Truth, when there
is a variation of God’s Truth.
Jesus said, “Each one is right in his interpretation of God’s Truth, at his time. This is
the stage of growth he is in. All will know the real Truth of God, by the time he reaches
perfection.” Never belittle another’s belief, all are of God.

God’s Love
Could I but give the love God gives
For all the world to share
It would be so wonderful
To spread this God love everywhere
It multiplies as each one gives
The warmth would be so great
That everyone would feel its joy
So give love today before it’s too late.
Give a little to those around you
Give a smile tho you feel pain
Give a blessing to those in need
And see how much you really gain

Riches
The treasurers I’ve gathered—along life’s way
Were neither silver or gold
I could not place a price on them
They are too precious—to be sold
It was that smile—and little sigh
The handshakes—that were given
Gave me more than money could buy
And they made my life worth living.
So when one counts his treasures
I’m richer from the start
Because I have these precious gifts
Stored deep within my heart.
March 4, 1948

These are direct quotes Jesus spelled out to me. They were given to me over many
years.
Each one is a tremendous lesson, and must be re-read many times, to get the full
meaning of His words!
1. “To truly love a person—you must accept him as he is right now.”
February 1, 1972
2. “Does man seek knowledge just to criticize—or does man seek to learn, and give
love.”
February 1, 1972
3. “Remember, you are your only competitor.”
August 24, 1972
4. “Never blame another for what you do not do.”
August 26, 1972
5. “You must will your will to work.”
February 19, 1973
6. “Man truly would give Truth—if he loved other people—with as much love—as
he shows love of self.”
March 31, 1973
7. “Be yourself—Man is only acting like he thinks others will like him.”
July 9, 1973
8. “When man truly loves—he feels the presence of God.”
October 17, 1973
9. “Love the world you live in—it is the only world you will work on.”
October 17, 1973
10. “Man is criticizing—instead of communicating.”
November 3, 1973
11. “A man who continually criticizes others—is giving nothing of himself.”
November 3, 1973
12. “Love never picks fault—man great with fault—if he loves.”
13. “You took Truth made it live.”
August 24, 1972

Jesus said “Let it be known— the Truth of God will never change.”
January 13, 1974
Many people have their favorite disciples, or prophets, and they dislike others.
Jesus said, “Remember my disciples have grown, since the Biblical times.”
November 9, 1973
He was showing us, that even the disciples had to return to earth for further learning,
the same as all of us have to, to reach our perfection.
He did say some of His disciples still haven’t reached their perfection.
If the disciples were still trying to reach their perfection, all of the people in the Bible
have grown, and are reaching their perfection.
This must be what Jesus meant when He said, “Man’s knowledge of God’s Truth must
grow, with man’s stages of perfection.”
If you understand reincarnation, all of us may have been taking part in the events in the
Bible, and surely we all have grown in knowledge, and would not act like people were
acting at that time.
Even with the present day problems, of not segregating people, man has grown to know
we cannot make slaves of other people.
One must be ever aware of the laws we are making, in regards to color or race, because
in our next lifetime we may be of the color we are restricting now. The black man of
centuries ago, may be the white man now. The next life time he may be yellow in color.
Until all men are equal, each one must go through what the other is going through.
A convict up in San Quentin, who had read this book in their library, wrote me, and
asked if I would ask Jesus if Judas had to betray Him.
I asked Jesus and He said, “Yes, this was all part of my final test, to prove I could still
love and forgive, even those that spat on me—those that turned me away—those that
betrayed me—and those that crucified me.”
Again He said, “No man will have to go through anything more severe than I did,
because I was the first to reach the perfection of God.”
He also said, “Judas was one of the first of my disciples to reach his perfection.”
A little twelve year old girl asked me, if God made all of us, who made God? I asked
Jesus and He spelled out this name “ZWREM.”
I said, I’m not going to ask you who that is, because I just want to learn about this
world now.
He said “There are worlds beyond worlds—beyond worlds—beyond worlds—man
cannot comprehend the extent of all existence.”
April 3, 1973
Some of his answers are so profound!
My teacher Zoro came in one evening and said, “Ego is destroying man. Ego causes
jealousy, hatred, and greed. Ego is killing cells in man’s body that would normally keep
him well.”
March 31, 1973

Then Jesus said, “The way man is acting towards each other—is the way man’s cells
are acting in his own physical body.”
April 3, 1973
Could this be the cause of many of our illnesses?

Seekers Of The New Teaching
You must know that this teaching
Will reach far and near
To erase all this hatred
That causes all fear
This new awareness
Of God’s wondrous love
Raises one’s consciousness
With those up above
Idols will crumble
And theories will fall
When these new teachings
Reach one and all
When each one is aware
His thoughts are all known
And never for a moment
Is he ever alone
He will walk knowing teachers
Are there by his side
He will be free of worry
Because there is nothing to hide
True meaning of friendships
That are deep and sincere
Makes everyone conscious
That Heaven is near
All fears of the future
Will vanish from all
When we know God hears us
As soon as we call
Teachers will talk about sickness
That is not meant to be
In this way God’s children
Will really be free
September 18, 1964

Silent Mysteries
Silent mysteries how powerful you are
You penetrate—and then release
Emotions that I never felt before
Which overwhelms my very soul
I hear the angels singing there
All of their heavenly songs divine
And God with His gentle touch
Is felt with love that’s mine
October 25, 1969

How Rich Am I
How rich am I—I cannot say
I am more than a millionaire
The priceless Jewels—that I call friends
Are the kind—that are so rare
The morning sun and the stars at night
The flowers that bloom—with colors so bright
What price could I put—on such precious things
That God with His love—gave His Angels to bring
February 26, 1966

One Sunday afternoon, a lady phoned and asked me if I would ask Jesus if He took the
entities out of the man and put them in the swine, and they ran down to the lake and
choked.
She said the Minister was talking about this in his sermon this morning.
I asked her if she knew where the quote was in the Bible, because I did not recall, altho
I had heard it before. She said she didn’t remember either.
So I sat down to the table, with the Bible beside me, and asked Jesus to come into the
table.
As soon as He came in the table He began to spell out “LUKE.”
He often tells me to look in the Bible, and He tells me exactly where it is, then He
interprets it. He would give me the Book, chapter and verse. So I wasn’t surprised when
He started to spell out Luke. I asked what chapter, and He said, “Eight.” I said what
verse, and He gave, “Thirty-three.”
I looked in the Bible, and it was the exact verse, which read, “Then went the devils out
of the man, and entered into the swine, and the herd ran violently down a steep place into
the lake and were choked.”
Here He was answering the question I was going to ask Him, before I even had a
chance to ask Him. How did you know I was going to ask you about this, I said to Him.
But he wouldn’t answer. I then said, is this true?
He said “Do you believe it?”
I said, you know I don’t believe there is such an entity as a devil, so the man could not
have been possessed by the devil.
He said, “Did I take the infirmities out of one—and put them in another?”
Then He left. In other words why would He take the entities out of this man, and put
them in the swine.
He didn’t take the blindness or the lameness, or the sickness, out of one person, and put
them in another.
He usually comes back with a question, so we can think, and reason the Truth out, for
ourselves.
Many have asked, how are you sure it is Jesus giving you these answers. I believe the
answer itself proves it is Jesus. Who would think of such an answer?
Besides, I have felt His presence over sixty years. Never in all the messages has He
varied in God’s Truth. He may repeat the same lesson years later, and then add to the
lesson, but it never varies from the original Truth.
Jesus said, “Why does man feel that only during the Biblical times, there were great
men of prophecy, and healing and vision. Long before I was Jesus the Christ, there were
great men of vision prophecy and healing, and in this present day, there are men capable
of vision, prophecy and healing.”

God’s Healing Power
The quietude of meditating
Enriches each one’s soul
You touch the mystery
Of God’s nearness
And gain much knowledge—yet untold
One listens to this wee small voice
That beckons to your call
That makes you feel your oneness
With the “Greatest Healer” of all
You feel His power
Flowing through you
To the very depth of your soul
It awakens new faith within
and new strength is given—I am told
So listen to Him when He is near
And feel the love He gives
For you are one of His dear Children
And perfect health to you He gives
October 23, 1971

Changing Seasons
As autumn leaves—begin to fall
And the air is tinged—with frost and snow
We sense the coming of the winter season
Just like life—the future we do not know
But we can be assured—that God has a plan
That He is willing to share—with every man
We never have to worry—what nature will bring
Because God takes care—of every thing
October 5, 1974

I told Jesus I didn’t like to call Him in on Sundays, because so many churches are
having services, and so many people were praying to him at this time.
He said, “If millions see man at same time, on man-made machine, how much greater
is God.”
He evidently was referring to television.
Some religions believe Jesus is God, so I asked Him if He was God.
He spelled out, “No.” on the table, then indicated there was more to be said. I said, if
you are not God prove it.
He said, “Who did I pray to in Gethsemane—who did I pray to on the mount—who did
I pray to on Calvary?”
Then He said, “I am not God, but I am ONE with the Father, and capable of doing
what God can do.”
Many may wonder how I receive these messages. All these direct quotes are spelled
out word for word, by the tipping of the table. Each tip is a letter.
It takes hours just to have one quote spelled out, but it is important to get the exact
wording from Jesus, and the Master Teachers.
Another reason I know I am talking to Jesus, by the “miraculous healings” He has been
giving people, who come here to my home.
At first, I didn’t even know He was healing. He would come into the table and stay
there, without spelling anything out. I would tell the people, I guess He just wants us to
feel Him.
Next few days, people would call, or write to me, saying, ever since I was to your
home, I haven’t had the pains in my back, or my blood pressure has gone down, my arm
doesn’t ache anymore, or the pain in my chest is gone. I would say, “Keep thinking
good, and thank the dear Lord, because I didn’t even know anything was wrong with
you.”
One day I saw physical proof that Jesus was healing.
A young man sitting at the table with six others from the University, had the table tip
over into his lap, when Jesus came in. Within minutes Jesus had restored his sense of
smell, and taste, that he had lost ever since an accident, two year prior.
I had just met the man, and did not know anything about him.
The wonderful part is, that Jesus knew what was wrong, and healed him, without
anyone asking Him to heal.
This proves that Jesus knows our illnesses, before we even pray to Him.
He has continued to heal many many more, since that time, right here in my home.
I have over a hundred people here every month. I do not charge for any of the visits.
I have had Priests, Ministers, doctors, teachers, engineers, attorneys, and from all walks
in life. All are seeking further psychic knowledge.
After several had been healed one evening, and everyone had left, I went to my room
alone, and asked Jesus if He could heal the arthritis in my hands.
He said, “Yes.”
I said right now?
He said, “No.”
I said, you mean there is a time to heal?
He said, “Yes.”
This is interesting, because there must be a reason, or a learning, we must get from this
experience, before we can be healed.

We must look for the learning from every situation, or experience we are going
through, before it can change, or heal.

Listen Deep Within
I realize these teachings that High Teachers give
May be hard to accept at the moment
But once you realize this Truth of God
You will know exactly what Jesus meant
He tells you that God is a loving God
Who holds no ill towards any man
He tells us that we are all His Children
And He gives to all—as much as He can
We must know that God made everything
The mountains, lakes, and ocean breeze
The beautiful flowers—and all of the birds
Every animal and insect—and all of the trees
Now surely you could understand
The loving thoughts He has for man
He never intended for you to be ill
For He has every cure—in the palm of His hand
There may be a reason to slow you down
Sometimes to change the way you are living
You may be taking too much from others
He is showing it is time—for you to be giving
This strength of God—is all around you
It heals—it cures—it blesses all
When once you feel—this loving force
You know He will help you—in case that you fall
Great strength of God—lies just beyond you
Just waiting for you—to stop and tune in
No need to have pain—and long suffering
All you have to do—is listen deep within
July 21, 1974

What I Would Like My Son To Know
1. A deep understanding of himself.
2. Knowing his real purpose for being on this earth.
3. Knowing his full potentials.
4. Knowing that each individual has the same potentials that he has.
5. Knowing love is the greatest qualification he could have.
6. Knowing God loves each one equally.
7. Knowing that being a genius is how much you give to humanity and not how much
you take from it.
8. Knowing a high standard of moral ethics is essential.
9. Knowing that each man, regardless of color or creed, has god given rights to live with
dignity and respect doing whatever type of work he is capable of doing.
10. Knowing there is only one God, who loves each one equally.
December 24, 1970

The Wonder Of God’s Love
The beauties of this wondrous world
Are not only for eyes to see
But for souls to feel
All other beauties diminish
When this richness you feel within
For God and His many beauties
Are felt and not seen
One may wonder at this wisdom
Until the great love is felt
Words and actions become stilled
Through the ecstasy of joy within
Diamonds furs and luxuries of all kinds
Stay behind when you return to the Father
Only this great love remains with you
So limited is our vision
So muted are the words
Until we feel the Touch of God within
New horizons widen
Warmth and love fill the air
We then know
We have only been looking on the outside
When reviewing life with our eyes
So great the power—so gentle His touch
So lasting His love
All other emotions fade
As does the setting sun
February 22, 1970

I have many Jewish friends who have said, they still believe their Messiah is still
coming?
I asked Jesus if this was true.
He said “Yes.”
I said, do you know who it would be?
He said, “Yes—I.”
I said, you mean you will walk the earth like you did as Jesus?
He said “No—visible spirit, all will see me.”
He said “On World Television, December Twenty-five, Two Thousand A.D. at 4 p.m.
Jerusalem time.”
I asked where He would be in Jerusalem.
He said, “Over the Sea of Galilee.”
I said, for how long?
He said, “Eight minutes.”
I asked Him what He would be wearing?
He said, White robe, bare feet, and would be six foot four inches tall. He said His hair
would be reddish brown, and would have purple eyes.
I asked Him why purple eyes?
He said, “All visible spirits of Masters have purple eyes, which means spiritual.”
He said His eyes were brown when He walked the earth as Jesus the Christ.
I also asked Him how high above the Sea of Galilee He would be?
He said, “five feet above water.”
This was the first time He gave exact date, time, and place.
He spelled every word out on the table!
Jesus also said, “One arm will be out straight in the air—other arm with TORAH.”
He said He would be facing EAST.
April 26, 1973

I asked Jesus if He could stop wars.
He said, “Can you stop boys from fighting.”
I asked if it was necessary to have wars.
He said, “No—Man wants to prove how powerful he is. Man, not Nations.”
I also asked Jesus when He was on the mountain for forty days and nights, was He
tempted by the devil, as the Bible says He was?
He said, “No—you would call it, earth-ego.”
April 8, 1973
Again, the Bible used the name devil or satan, that was supposed to be tempting Him.
Jesus said, He was struggling with His own ego!
He was right when He said, “Man could only interpret the teachings of God, with the
knowledge he had at the time.”
There has been so much talk about evil spirits possessing people and harming them. I
asked Jesus if spirits do possess people on earth.
He said, “Spirit only comes to earth to teach when man does not learn from earth
experiences.”
June 23, 1974
A few months before He said, “Spirit chose to teach world, what violence can do to
man’s senses.”
I said, what about the victims?
He said, “They chose to teach, before coming back to earth.”
I asked if there were any evil spirits?
He said, “No—spirits who teach are highly evolved.”
Another time He said, “Remember there are spirits who teach world what violence will
do to you—with eerie throughout your body.”
Each one experiencing contacts with spirits, should look for the learning, they are
teaching you.
Everyone’s house is haunted. Spirits are everywhere, but they do not try to make their
presence known. You are never alone. Always there are guardian angels ready to help
you.
Spirits see what you are doing at all times. They even know your every thought.
Never are any of your thoughts, or actions held against you. Only you, and those
around you, in the physical world, feel the results from your actions, then they react to
them.
All spirits know you are here for a learning, and a learning only.
March 31, 1974
Jesus said, “God never punishes. Man punishes man, but never God.”
He said, “God only sees you as perfect. He knows He put the seed of perfection in each
one’s soul, and each one will reach this perfection, after your many incarnations.”
He said, “God made man to be able to love, and learn in this world.”
April 3, 1973

Jesus said, the reason I am able to talk to Him is, because I am constantly searching for
God’s Truth. He said, I should tell everyone I do not seek favors for myself, just the real
Truth of God.
Ever since I can remember, I really wanted to know if God was really like the ministers
said He was.
Sometimes they would say, He is a loving God. Then they would say He is a punishing
God, and He made hell, for those who did not believe in Jesus Christ, and they would go
to hell.
I could never understand if Jesus was His only son, why He had Him go through so
much suffering.
One day Jesus said, “If man says I died for his sins, why doe he call himself sinner?”
We better think about this!
Remember each one has free-will of thought, to build his own little world around
himself. If he so wishes to make it a world of disease, famine and horror, he has the right
to do so, because what he thinks, he draws to himself.
Man has done this since the beginning of time.
Everything you read is only man’s interpretation of what he feels is taking place. It
may not be the actual fact, so it is up to you to believe it or not.
Man is only a child, sometimes building horror castles, and sometimes building
beautiful happy castles, in his sand of life.
God sees only the beauty of each creation. He knows His children will grow in
spiritual knowledge, where they too, will only see the beauty in everyone and everything.
His patience and love is limitless. Our patience is very limited, and even our love is
withheld.
He sees you perfect, only man sees the imperfections of others.
Man takes on burdens that never even exist. He is weighted down with suspicions,
fears, jealousy, envy, and resentment.
All of these are man made, not God made.
When you cross over to the other side you drop all these earth emotions, and
imaginations, and you literally fly without these weights.
October 3, 1972
The sooner man starts giving out love, instead of all these other emotions, the happier
and healthier he will be.
Remember when you were just a little child, in earth age, your little imagination could
picture all sorts of things. Most of the times they were happy things, but when man
started to put fear into the child, he began to be afraid of the dark, and shadows gave you
scary feelings. You imagined giant beings ready to grab you, in any darkness.
As you grew up, you knew there were not any boogy men, scaring you. It was just
someone’s imagination.
Then you began to be suspicious of everyone who passed you on the street, especially
after dark.
If you sent love out ahead of you, only love would come back. Think about this!
October 3, 1972
When Jesus said I should add all of these extra teachings to the book, I said, how do I
know I am not teaching anything wrong?

He said, “How wrong can you be, when I spell everything out.”
This reassured me, that I was only receiving the real Truth of God. I feel all who can
reach Him, will receive the same Truth.

See God’s Beauties
See the beauty in each day
See the love in each one’s heart
See the joys the children see
For God was there right from the start
Feel the sorrow when one is lost
Feel the sorrow of a broken home
Feel the sorrow of nations bombed
Feel the sorrow when one is alone
Listen to the birds that sing
Listen to the raindrops fall
Listen to the beat of your heart
Listen to God in the trees so tall
June 28, 1974

The Future
Through misty eyes—I see the future
Unfolding like a dream
The air is filled with loving spirits
Darting here and there
They come in answer—to our earthly desires
They strive to help each one
If we only knew—what the future holds
We’d be spreading happiness everywhere
July 31, 1973

The soul searches constantly for knowledge, wisdom, and love.
So deep this yearning, yet so hard to learn.
This hunger must be fed by loving hands, and tender devotion.
Frightening fears unleash other deep emotions, and closes off the love emotions.
A beautiful soul must express for all to hear.
The deep emotions stirring within, must be released with restraint, lest the force overshadow the beauty and love it longs to give.
You need never to exert pressure, when trying to learn psychic knowledge. It should
come naturally.
Everyone is psychic, only each is in a different stage of growth.
Each Master Teacher only gives you what you are capable of learning.
Jesus said to me, many many years ago, “Learn it—live it—then give it.”
This I have tried to follow for the past fifty or more years. I learned when I was in my
teens, I could not be as psychic as my mother was at that time. It would take many
lifetimes to reach her stage.
September 19, 1969

Reaching God
Ah—this moment of quietude
How priceless you are to me
I need you so I can reach out
To God in perfect harmony
Blessed moments like this
Bring me in tune—with the infinite
And I’m filled with His glorious love
That He showers on all from heaven above
April 21, 1971

God’s Gifts
The gifts God gives to us
Should not be lightly taken
Their worth in life increases
As new love is awakened
The mighty power of God
Surges through me constantly
Making me aware of His presence
And all the love He gives to me
April 21, 1971

This is the hour that I like best—yes, this is the time of God’s day—that brings me
closer to Him.
It is after midnight—and others in the house, are fast asleep—But I—why I am so very
wide awake with expectancy! I know I will have someone close to me—who can only
reach me after everyone has left, and gone to sleep.
Everything seems so peaceful, the stillness of the night, intensifies the beauty of my
surroundings! My thoughts rise to higher planes—the beauty and reverence which is
only known by the few who seek such communion with God!
He renews my strength—my hopes and dreams! I can face the future with assurance,
for I know I have shared my deep inner feelings, with the greatest power there is!
He is every ready to hear my call—to hear your call too, if you so desire to reach Him!
Never be afraid to call Him. He wants to come to you—but you must want Him to come
in, before He can help you.
Oh, dear friends, if I could only describe the joy and contentment, which comes to me
after I have shared these precious moments with Him!
January 8, 1953

Quotes From Jesus
“Men will teach Truth to world just as it is written in this book.”
October 1, 1972
“You and yours zero into the youths with God’s Truth.”
October 1, 1972
“Soon you will have Will Communion.”
“One must thirst for spiritual Knowledge.”
“Worry not what to say, it comes naturally.”
“You should just tell—teaching is trust-worthy.”
September 1, 1971
“You will want to be willing to take God’s Teaching to world”
“We make the world lessons through people’s channels.”
One message came through from Moses.
He said “I am Moses—you tell people you are my live communicator.”
Many of these quotes Jesus gave may have been for my husband and I for our teaching.
They could apply to all peoples of the earth, because all are disciples of God. All of us
should spread God’s Truth!
One evening while I was watching a television show, telling about the life of Christ, I
asked Jesus this question.
I asked Him what were His last words on the cross.
He said, “Tomorrow I will be with thee, Father.”
He said, “I learned my joy in the first lesson. Truth erases all fears.”
January 31, 1973
I asked Him what countries were the most religious.
He said, “Not religious—but spiritual.”
He named them in this order. “India, Russia, Yugoslavia, Turkey.”
October 18, 1971
This was interesting, because he stressed spiritual, not religious. There are many
religious people, but not all are spiritual. England and United States, with all their
churches, He didn’t mention.
He said, “Much praying under stress is unnecessary. Love needed.”
January 31, 1971

He said, “Worry not what some people may say—God’s Truth is right.”
He said, “Wrong Truth world teaches. My truth will world people never learn?”
January 26, 1974
He said, “Your Zoro will two times tell world God’s Truth.”
A heavenly host of Angels surround my every task, making my burdens light, and my
work easy. I am ever aware of the help they give me. There is beauty in all that I do.
My faith is renewed each time I feel their presence.
God is everywhere, and in everything. This I know to be true. All things work in
perfect harmony, in His world of perfection. Only we see the imperfections, because we
see only the shell of things. Only God sees the perfection in all things, and all people.
Let us be ever aware of the God in us. Giving love to all, and expressing this God-love,
that is within all of us.
June 6, 1965
The Virgin Mary came in one evening and said, “People read spiritual books; but take
names, and put wrong meaning to them.”
I asked her, if Jesus was of virgin birth.
She said, “Nothing is impossible with God.”
She also said, “There has been many virgin births.”
I asked her, why Jesus was born?
She said, “God wanted you to see man, at the peak of his perfection.”
These are messages you should read with deep understanding, and deep thought. The
wisdom far surpasses man’s thoughts.
March 10, 1970
These also are special quotes from Jesus.
“I will tell you, special way to tell your good spirit contact.”
“You gave world God’s Way of Life, so many could understand Truth to live by.”
Jesus said, “I redeemed man from wrong ideas in life, should he want to nurture the
idea of a punishing God.”
“Many will want you to prove I said these things to you. Tell them, I will talk to them,
if they try to walk in spiritual way.”
He said, “You won’t have to give advice—just give God’s Truth.”
October 26, 1973
“Soon all will unite under ONE God.”
As Jesus has said before, “All religions really believe in the same God, only they use
different names.”

Dreams Come True
No distance too great
That our souls can’t span
And commune in perfect harmony
The joy and love we wish to share
Is fulfilled through God’s love
That He gives everywhere
Let go this love—that deep you feel
Direct it on its way
For angels guard it on its flight
And repeats to those—what you wish to say
If all could try releasing
The love we fear to lose
It would return in such abundance
Too much for one to use
Fear of losing—what you should give
Only retards the life that we live
God gives so generously of His love
To each and every soul
So you in turn could share this love
This was to be life’s goal
You are failing Him—if you try to hide
This love He gives to you
Try using it in your daily lives
And you will see your dreams come true
October 30, 1965

Do not try to play God. You are already part of God, and a Divine part, but you must
remember everyone is this Divine part of God!
You must look at your fellow-men as all part of the Divine God!
Everyone tries to seek recognition, if they have to use positive, or negative action, to
get this attention, they will use either one.
When each person knows God’s purpose for all of us, he will not need to seek
recognition, for he will know all will reach the perfection of God sooner or later.
Man is letting his physical body rule his spiritual body, instead of the spiritual soul
directing his physical body, which is the way God intended man to act.
Remember, God wants you to have money, and material things, if you use them in the
right way.
When you truly love God, you automatically want to serve and love every individual,
you come in contact with!
You know they are all a Divine part of God, the same as you are.
How the High Teachers on the other side, are trying to bring man back to his physical,
and spiritual self!
December 9, 1971
Soul development is the main growth, God is concerned about.
You take on many physical bodies, but you only have one soul!
Psychic knowledge, or spiritual growth stays with the soul forever.
Remember your spiritual growth can only take place, if you have love of God for your
fellow man.
If you are seeking psychic knowledge, just to build your ego, or to make you feel more
important, with your friends, you will never gain true psychic awareness, because you are
leaving out the main “Life force” of this knowledge, and that is having love for one
another. Self love, closes off this learning.
Spiritual growth, is soul growth, and the only way the soul can grow is by giving out
love.
You must sincerely love everyone, and you must show this love.
There are many ways of showing love to another, just a smile, a handshake, a cheery
word, are just a few of the ways you can show love.
The downfall of any business, church, or marriage, is not money but lack of love!
The churches will have to stop preaching guilt, and sin, and preach the love of God, not
the fear of God.
With this change, the churches would overflow!
Everyone is wondering what God looks like. You have been looking at God everyday.
Every person you meet is God walking among you.
He sees your lack of love for Him, in the way you pass people on the street.
Jesus has shown the way to perfect the God in you. He taught you how to treat all
peoples of the world.
You are closer to God than you know. How much do you love Him?
Remember the secret to finding God, is to find the love in each one you meet.
The secret for psychic growth is the intensity with which you love!
December 9, 1971
Don’t wait for someone else to see the love in you, before you start seeing the love in
others.

Everyone must start right now, not tomorrow, but today!
You do not need more wars, or more schools, or more churches, you need more love in
your homes and in your hearts.
Then when you go out in business, you will be successful, because you are starting out
with a solid foundation to build on.
Love of your fellow men is the first qualification for any job.
The mechanics of the job will come easy, when you are in tune with man and God!

Patient God
How very patient you must be
To love us even tho we fail
To benefit from all you give
Along life’s wondrous trail
How hasty are our words and actions
Tho many we would like to recall
For tho we have hurt our dearest friend
We have hurt you dear God most of all
April 10, 1963

How Blessed Am I
If I could only hold forever
A smile—a look—a touch
That raises my emotions
To the highest realms of heaven
To be recaptured
Time and time again
How happy I would be
Like the love I had in childhood
And the love from my school chums
The love from my first date
And the love from my life’s mate
I’d like to recapture
Each of these moments
And live them over and over again
For this is when I feel the nearness
Of God with His great love
October 28, 1969

All must stop trying to change situations, because they look negative to you.
You can only change people’s attitudes towards their situation, they are in. They must
take the learning from this experience that they are going through.
Each one must work and help in such a way so as not to let other people depend on you
too much. It may flatter your ego, but you may be weakening the other person.
Your one goal must be to change an unhappy person’s attitudes toward his learning, to
a happy feeling of progress, through this learning he is going through.
Only God can help each person directly, but the individual himself must contact God
directly through his inner awareness. He must get in touch with his “Home Base” so to
speak, or the “Main Power Plant.” Then he can start branching out from there.
Always remember, all your power comes from the main source, which is God!
It is only when you close off this connection, do you falter along life’s Way.
Too often you substitute other human beings, to get your strength from, but these are
only false strengths, because they too will fall, if they close off their power from God.
As Jesus said many times, “I alone can do nothing—only with God’s help, can I help
another.”
August 18, 1971
One Saturday night, Jesus said, “Tomorrow listen on man-made machine.”
I said, what time, and station?
He said the channel, and time. I said, you will have to awaken me.
The next morning I was awakened at the exact time He said. I turned on the program,
and the Minister said, the sermon would be about “Judgment Day.”
I hurried to get my little table, and brought it in the living room. As soon as I sat down,
Jesus came in the table.
I said, now tell me what you want me to learn.
When the Minister said, “And on Judgment Day, they all will be called up, and those
who believe in Jesus Christ, will be saved,” and Jesus said, “No!”
The Minister continued, “and all those that do not believe, will be thrown into
everlasting fire.”
Again Jesus said, “No.” Then He started to spell this out.
“Each time you come over, you know what you still have to learn.”
Then He left, He didn’t even give me a chance to ask Him any questions.
How simple, and beautiful He explains His many teachings, that have been
misinterpreted!
Again He proves God is a loving God, not a punishing God.
One day a friend said, she had just joined a church, and she wondered, if Jesus would
tell her, if she was going in the right direction, for her spiritual growth.
We got Jesus in the table, and He said, in regards to her question,
“No, be one with everyone.”
In other words, He does not want us to join any organization, that separates us from
others.
February 26, 1974
I also asked Him if Lucifer was thrown out of heaven, with many other angels.

He said, “All of you have to come back to earth, until you have reached your
perfection.”
In other words, Lucifer had not reached his perfection, so he had to come back to earth,
until he had reached it.
June 14, 1974

You Need To Release Love
The blue sky of happiness
Fails to reach many unhappy minds
God so generously gives of this beauty
But so few open their eyes to view it
The only way one gets what he wants
Is by giving it to others
For the minute you give—you are receiving
Regardless from where it comes
You can never put more into something
That is filled to the very top
So if you are filled with self pity
That is why new love has stopped
Start giving out and be friendly
See how quickly your loneliness leaves
New loves and new friendships
Will fill your heart with ease.
January 6, 1971

Dear God, William said, “our soul mind already knows our future.”
Can we tune into it, and know what we are to do? Would it help us to know? Could
we change it, if we did know? Are there certain events that are going to happen
regardless of what other people do?
Do we still have free-will to plan our future, or is it really our soul mind, that is telling
our present brain, what to plan for in the future? Surely everything is not cut and dried
already? Where would we have any incentive to look ahead. Perhaps, it is just the
details of the events, that we have free-choice in doing.
Like in school, the teacher already has programmed the whole year. She already knows
what you are going to learn. How we do it, and when we do it, is up to us. But before
the year is over, you will have to learn all that she had programmed for you, or you will
have to repeat it the next year.
If all main events are already planned for us, why are we constantly worrying about the
future?
February 7, 1973
Man must remember all men are part of God. Just like your arm is part of you. The
reverence you have for God must be given to each man. Thus you are paying tribute to
God.
How you treat mankind is how you are treating God.
God does not say, “Forget all others, and pray and worship only me.” He stresses
“Love one another.”
Each one is part of God already. Jesus did not go around and continuously pray to God
all day. He prayed for help from God to help all of His children, who were walking the
earth.
Man is not Godly just because he goes to church every Sunday, and prays every day.
He is only Godly when he is helping his fellowman!
If man started his day out, by saying, “Thank you dear God for this beautiful day. Help
me to be worthy of it, by giving my love to others, like you are showing love for us.”
Then man would truly love God! Instead we ask God to give us more money, so we
can have more than our next door neighbor.
September 25, 1973
We are constantly thinking about “me,” or “I.” We are building larger egos, instead of
having compassion for our fellow man.
All are seeking titles, publicity, even if it is negative publicity. We all want to be
noticed. Yet, we know down deep inside, we will leave this shell we are in, and this
earth, and all the material things we thought we needed, and face God with what is left of
us. How much worth are we going to put on the material things then? Think about this!
We like to think God is way up in heaven, millions of miles from us, but God is ever
present, in every room in your house, on every street that you walk, in every person that
you see, and in every flower, tree, animal or bird.
How much attention do you give to Him. Do you have reverence for all these parts of
God, or do you only have reverence for the part of God, that gives you what you want?
September 25, 1973

Even God with all His power, sees you going through all these heartaches, and if He
feels He shouldn’t interfere with your learning, why should you expect others to help
you.
God could eliminate all of these situations, that you feel are unpleasant, in one second,
but wise God knows you are going through these experiences, only for your learning.
Even with all the love He has for all of His children, He does not change the situation.
He stands back and He watches you grow spiritually.
He gave you the right way of life, to follow, and if you stray from His Truths, you must
come back on your own!
Don’t expect spiritual mediums, or healers, to do what you are supposed to be doing.
There are no short-cuts, to your spiritual growth. Take one step at a time.
Don’t let your ego stop you from changing from your old ways of thinking, to God’s
way. Regardless of what religious beliefs you have, or do not have, once you know the
real purpose for your being here, it will pay you to change as soon as possible, otherwise,
in your next lifetime, you will be far behind!
Believe me, there is enough proof, that we have been on this earth, many many times,
and we will be back again, many many more times, until we have all reached our
perfection of God!
Each person trying to be more God-like now, is helping this world to be a better place
to live in.
June 26, 1970

Thoughts
I wonder whose thoughts
I am picking up now
They constantly come through
On my vibration
Sometimes they are gentle
Loving and kinds
Then sometimes I wonder
Just what is on their minds
From what distance
I cannot tell
But certain love signals
I know so well
Who could be thinking
Or wishing to communicate
But does not have the time
To write and wait
So urgent this message
Please make it clear
Then I can answer
Your love call my dear
February 6, 1972

Have you ever stopped to think how powerful your thoughts are?
Have you ever thought, how your thoughts, do effect other people?
Did you ever know other people’s thoughts, definitely effect you?
If you do know all these things, have you tried to send out, only good thoughts, day
after day?
Perhaps, all of us have good intentions but a little feeling of resentment, jealousy,
hatred or envy, creeps into our thoughts, and it keeps us from fulfilling God’s desires.
Many will say, this is only human nature to feel these emotions. This is true to the
extent, it is human, not spiritual, to feel that way.
As you grow in awareness, you will know this is not God-like, so you put an extra
effort into thinking more God-like.
Once we are aware, that to be God-like, we must live it daily we try harder.
You would not be reading this book, if you did not have a desire, to grow more
spiritual.
Don’t fall back to old thinking, once you have felt the joy of becoming more spiritual.
Just because someone else you know, is thinking negatively, don’t go along with them.
Try to help them to realize that their whole life is only for growing to perfection.
Do not let others hold you back from your growth. Send them love, and continue with
your learning. They may not be ready for this growth at this time, even tho their earth
age may be the same as yours.
Always remember, there will be those that are further advanced than you are spiritually,
and there will be those who have not learned, what you have learned.
Each one can only think, and reason with the knowledge he has at this time. He may
only know as a child, in this one phase of learning he is going through, where as, he may
be God-like in another phase, of this growth, and you may only know as a child, in that
stage of learning.
Accept him, and love him as he is learning. Remember all are as children, in one stage
or another.
Be ever reminded you are on this earth, because you still have something to learn,
before you can reach your perfection.
One spends too much time in judging others. How can you judge another, when you
cannot even judge yourself? Furthermore, if you are judging others, you still have lots to
learn.
Remember you are the only one you have a right to judge, and I say judge for want of a
better word.
Most of our judging is not correct, because we only judge with our eyes. One has to
feel, and see deep within another person, before we can truly say, that we know the other
person we are wrongly judging.
Furthermore you do not love the other person, or you would not be judging him in the
first place.
Stop and think of the people you have so carelessly judged. What category do they
belong in. Is it your envy, or hatred, jealousy, or resentment that you have for them?
Just ask yourself, and be honest about it. You will see they fit in one of these emotions
you feel!
April 4, 1972
Here are a few more quotes of Truth, that Jesus gave me.

“Wrong thoughts of others, can do you no harm—if you send them love.”
“Love costs you nothing to give, but if you do not send out love it may cost you plenty.”
September 16, 1972
“You must understand all the workings of God—and the purpose behind them.”
June 25, 1970

The Secret of Healing
Jesus said, “No healer can be used by the “Higher Forces,” unless he loves all of
humanity.”
“Healing is love—energy used in the right way.”
February 4, 1974
One day when I was praying to God, for help in healing some friends, Jesus came in
and said, “You call these prayers, we call them love vibrations.”
In other words, when you are praying for help for someone, you are sending out lovevibrations, which is a healing force!
I think it is so beautiful, the way Jesus expresses the true meaning of words, we use so
often, without realizing their true meaning!
Remember God is the only one that really heals!
He works through you!
Jesus said, “Many who seek the true God teachings through me, feel it is inadequate for
the present day society.”
“Many have imposed an entirely different concept of God’s purpose for you on your
plane of existence.”
“They seek, they learn, they leave, only to return to its fundamental teachings, after
many earthly experiences.”
“Continue with God’s teachings in the simple way I give you God’s Truths.”
“Simplicity is far greater than expanded interpretations.”
October 28, 1969
Again Jesus is trying to say, the real teachings of God’s Truth is simple, but man with
his institutions has expounded, or expanded this Truth, but it is only his misinterpretation
of it, that has caused people confusions, and fear!
They think this will hold the people in church, but being fearful of God is certainly
doing a great injustice to our Father.
“Man must learn that God is a loving God, not a punishing God!”
It is only man’s ego, that keeps him from changing to the real Truth, because he does
not want to admit he had put the wrong interpretation on the teachings of Truth, in the
first place!
September 29, 1974
Remember one’s soul is always seeking new outlets for the knowledge gained.
Sometimes we thing we are going to a place of learning, whereas, we are going to a
place of giving, of what we have already learned.
Re-read and think about this, and see if it isn’t true.
October 28, 1969
Jesus said to me, “Your purpose is to expose as many as possible, to their real purpose
for being on this earth plane. Then they must go on, and learn from there.”
October 28, 1969

“Each one will use this knowledge in different ways. Give with love, and
understanding, of each one’s purpose, and let them use it, to help others.”
“Soon all will know there is only one Truth of God, only one purpose for everyone, and
that is to learn to “love one another,” and grow to your perfection. It will take many
lifetimes to learn this Truth.”
October 28, 1969
Jesus said, “You give the Truth as I give it to you. Know it is the Truth, because I will
spell everything out.”
“Remember one important part of your teaching is, the spirit in which you give it to
others.”
March 23, 1970
Then He said, “Gather unto me, all God’s children, one by one.”
One day I asked Jesus, “what did you tell your disciples, by the Sea of Galilee, after
your resurrection, when you appeared visible to them?”
He said, “Men, I will you to teach Truth, to the world.”
April 8, 1973
Jesus said, “Mankind will learn God’s Truth through this book.”
June 10, 1973
If man follows “God’s Way of Life,” he will get in tune with his Master Teacher, and
will recognize the oneness, with his own soul-mind, by the thoughts that come through.
No one else can give this to you. Only you yourself, when you are in tune with God.
Everyone will have hardships, and sorrows, this is the way of growing stronger, and
wiser.
Remember, it is not satan, or the devil, that is causing you to go through these
experiences, because there is no such thing as a devil, or a satan. These are names given
by man, to an invisible force, they cannot see, or to blame them for the situations they
don’t like being in. Instead of learning from the situation, they are using alibis.
These are only lessons in learning to grow to your perfections.
June 10, 1973
The sum total of all that there is—is GOD!
Remember there is a parallel to everything!
The whole world is like one big body. It could be God—and we are only cells in God’s
body.
The rivers, lakes, and oceans, could be veins in God’s body.
Wars could be imperfections, or diseases in God’s body.
He could have fat cells, and lean cells, even cells that are starving, like the people in
India. Lack of circulation in our own body causes starvation to our cells.
Are the cells in our own body intelligent? Does not white cells multiply when we cut
ourselves, or when we have an imperfection? Do not soldiers multiply, when there is a
war? Do we not bump into each other in cars, causing injury? Do not our own cells
gather, and bump into each other, when our brain tells them to go in two directions, at the
same time? Is this not causing illness?

Does not man reject laws, and does he not try to do too many things at the same time,
thereby speeding up and bumping into others?
Should we not take time out to view our world from a distance, to see the overall
picture, as God sees it?
Would we not change our ways of thinking and acting, so as to harmonize with others?
July 23, 1973

Hidden From View
Just like the golden sun
Is sometimes hidden from view
Many of God’s mysteries
Are often hidden from you
Tho just beyond your earthly eyes
All of God’s mysteries lies
When you reach your perfection
God explains why He stands by.
February 10, 1960

Unknown Treasures
Deep within a garden wall
Lies hidden treasures there
For centuries no one ever knew
That High Priests put them there
Could it be a precious Ruby
Or stones of the rarest kind
Could it be a many carat diamond
Or is it knowledge—to enrich the mind
Who whispered this secret to me
Who feels it’s time to tell
Who thinks I would use it wisely
To help the sick—and make them well.
November 7, 1971

Scientists probe the earth, and other planets, in search of mysteries yet unknown.
Yet, the greatest mystery is the mind, the soul-mind!
It has unlimited knowledge, that we do not know.
The help it gives each one daily, yet, we are unaware of it. We are only aware of what
is in our brain.
When will man probe into this link between God and man?
How few people ever know the wisdom of an individual. They only know how much
of an intellect one is, but not the wisdom he has.
The wisdom has taken eons of time, to be in the stage it is in now.
So few know this is the only part that returns to the other side, when we leave this
world.
Your present brain, remains with your worn out body.
Each person’s soul-mind is in different stages of perfection, so scientists would have to
probe each individual, to find the true answers.
You must know that you can get in tune with this wisdom, and be aware of its great
help to you.
All you have to do is, listen deep within!
September 17, 1971
Many thoughts are intertwining with mine, to change the original thought. I pause to
write—
I thought of love, and the many persons that have made this word mean so much to me.
With each, I feel a different vibration, that lingers on to this very moment!
Many years have passed between the times I felt each of these loves.
I wonder if we will ever meet again, in some other life-time, and will the spark of love,
flow freely, as tho it had never ceased!
Does love really ever die? Is it forever flowing, from one to another, like the very air
we breathe?
All I know is, when my thoughts drift back to this love, there is a soft warm feeling
deep inside, reassuring me, that God was kind to me, for letting our paths cross, if only
for a moment in eternity.
August 13, 1973

Eternal Love
You may have long forgotten
The twinkle in your eyes
The loving smile upon your face
When we met and talked together
But I find the words you had spoken
In books that others wrote
I see your smile—on another’s face
Tho I know them not
But to me—the same wonderful feeling
Fills my very soul—with ecstasy
As tho we were together again
The kindness that you gave me
Has multiplied a thousand times
And I bless you—as my faith is renewed
Through these remembrances
How often I have thought
If we could only meet again
What new joys—would we be feeling
That could spread around the world
One wonders how lasting
Is this dynamic energy that floods us
With renewed hope and enthusiasm
What better lives we have lead
And how much easier it is to give to others
When others gave so much to me
I thank you dear wherever you are
For the love you unselfishly gave to me
That will last throughout eternity
January 15, 1971

The divine power of God, has such unpredictable ways of teaching His Truth.
One has to be constantly alert, to small signs. He may get your attention to listen deep
within, in many ways, that you least expect.
No one can be told, how He comes. Each one must feel Him, in their own way.
He may come and go, many times, through these Higher Teachers, who have been
assigned to you. You are the only one that can make this contact, that will help you.
Each in time, gains this knowledge, through Teachers that have been appointed to you.
December 8, 1970
My Master Teacher Zoro said, “True knowledge is gained, when one realizes that there
is a world, within your world, with power and energy unsurpassed.”
Also He said, “When you can feel our feelings, with your feelings, and above all—
when you can love, like we love.”
May 7, 1966
Life’s complexities rob us of the precious time we would like to spend communicating
with our loved ones, and dear friends, whose friendships have meant so much to us.
Even tho daily our loving thoughts fly over the miles to convey our desires.
I hope perhaps some may have reached you, for I have felt your closeness.
One’s heart aches for the lack of time we have, to show our sincere love for each other.
With science speeding up everything, they may discover how to communicate
immediately with the person we desire to contact, without the aid of an instrument.
Then and only then, has man’s mind, or brain expanded to encompass the God-love
given to us all.
August 27, 1968
Another thing to remember is, that the ones that do not have love, or are not capable of
loving, resort to other stimulus, for their much needed energy to live.
August 30, 1968
Jesus said, “When will man learn that the person who has committed a wrong act,
alone is not to blame. All those who caused this man to act this way, are also responsible
for his act, at that time. No man would act in a negative manner, if he had been
accepted, and loved, by those around him.”
What is the one teaching we all must learn? It is to “love one another,” regardless of
the stage of growth, each one is in!
Why are we less critical of small children, when they do something wrong, when many
time an adult has less soul growth knowledge, than the child?
This must be the first teaching each child must learn, and that is to “love one another.”
In God’s eyes, we are still all children.
Remember, each one is part of God, you destroy this part, and you are destroying part
of God!
No one has a right to destroy another.
“God knows how much love you love Him, by the way you treat other people.”
July 8, 1973

I asked Jesus about the beautiful messages, He has given other people, that have been
receiving Truths of God, through trance.
I said, their messages are always so beautiful, and with such words as, “My dearly
beloved, or My beloved children” but the messages you usually give me, are just short
sentences. I wondered why He didn’t start His messages out that way to me.
He said, “I give you God’s Truth.”
I said, yes, but you give them God’s Truth also.
He said, “They are expressing their feelings of my presence. Usually, I spell each word
out to you. You are the only one I can talk back to, word for word.”
He does give me these direct quotes, that are in the book. He also gives me
inspirational messages, that I write down, then when He comes in the table, I read it back
to Him, and if I had misinterpreted any of the message, He will correct it, and spell it out
right.
This way I know everything that is quoted by Jesus, has been verified by Him.
I felt better after He explained the difference in the messages.
Humanity has spend so much time and money, on our outward appearance, and so little
time on the real you, or your soul development.
We are beginning to look like a bunch of robots, and standing around like mannequins
displaying clothes and jewelry, to cover up the neglect of our mentality, and soul growth.
How bored we become, after just fifteen minutes talking to these people. Nothing deep
is able to come to the fore.
After one tells of their illnesses, their monetary losses, and a few unpleasant jokes,
there is nothing left to say, except talk about sex.
How devastating all this can be! Does man ever stop to think why he was put on this
earth? Surely not for this purpose.
God’s great plan was to have man “love one another.” Not to compete, or to strut, or
strike out against one another.
The sooner man learns what his real purpose is, for being on this earth, the sooner we
will have peace on earth!
January 24, 1972

Mysteries Of The Night
I leave the beauties—of this night
Reluctantly I try to sleep
Tho churning through my mind
The mysteries of this night
So sweet—so gentle—so loving and kind
Were the feelings and words I heard
They echo back and forth until—
I’m fast asleep—with dreams divine!
October 31, 1969

One With God
All your youthful goals
And your youthful desires
Are lost in the gentle flooding
Of God’s deep love for every one
No prejudice—hatred—jealousy or fear
Remains within
Only God love—fills every corner
Of your very being
This is the “Miracle of Life”
And the “Fountain of Youth”
God wishes to give to all
How to receive it—how to feel it
Just humble yourself like a child
He will reach in—and touch you
So gentle—yet so powerful
Your energies will exceed
All expectations
Because you are one with God
Oh dear God—I thank you.
February 20, 1970

Looking beyond what the eyes can see, and seeing the many spirit helpers around,
makes us know we are never alone.
Let them help you when problems arise. This is their purpose for being near. God
provided them for you, to help you all through life. It is up to you to contact them,
whenever you have a need. This is true for everyone. You all have your teachers and
guides. They know what you are learning in this incarnation, so let them guide you, and
your burdens will be lightened, as you learn the lessons, you are to know.
Every person is doing the same as you are doing, each time they return to earth, until
they have reached their perfection.
March 10, 1973
Another lesson Jesus gave me was this. He said,
“When you repeat what another person has said to you—you are responsible for these
very words. You are saying the same words, as if they originated in your own thoughts—
if you repeat it to another—you believe this information, if it is true or not. So you too,
are responsible for its effect on others.”
June 16, 1972
The uncertainty of things causes confusion.
Let a child, or adult, think positive. Even if it is right or wrong. Only by throwing all
of his forces, in one direction, will he ever succeed.
He may have failures, but they will be positive failures, and he won’t make the same
mistake again.
He will still use all of his positive forces, to correct these mistakes, but this will not
throw his inner forces in confusion.
He also will keep himself healthy, because all of his energy is used, going the same
way.
June 4, 1967

Friends
Friends we meet along life’s pathways
Renew our faith in God above
Helps us through the rough roads
And helps to make us give out love
For while we are giving—we are receiving
Far more that what we are giving
For God is giving twice as much
To everyone that is living
Each time we meet a new friend
We truly are twice blessed
Not only receiving their love
But God’s love with the rest
So thank you for the joy you brought
And all your thoughtful ways
I’m sure our paths will meet again
And may only happiness fill your days
We were not strangers when we met
Altho we had never met before
At least in this one life time
Tho I’m sure we met in days of yore
It’s nice to know—one understands
Our problems of the day
Tho our paths have never met until now
I’m sure our love is here to stay
September 17, 1971

Why should man doubt the existence of God, just because you cannot see Him.
When the breath of life leaves the body at death, no one sees the breath leave.
No man has figured out what this breath of life is.
Could it be the part of God we cannot see?
February 4, 1973
One of the reasons everyone that has passed over on the other-side, cannot be
contacted, by those on this side, is because of reincarnation.
Some souls reincarnate only after a short time, on the other-side. It all depends on the
level of learning each one is on, and how well they have learned their lessons, while here.
Many wait for their immediate families to return to the other-side, before they return to
earth.
Each one has free-will to return when they so desire.
November 10, 1967

Weep-Not
Weep not for those
Whose souls are ready
To cross the great divide
For they are free
From earthly cares
Their souls live on
Tho their bodies die
They are not very far away
In fact they still are here
To help quiet their loved ones
And take away all fear
If earth souls could only know
How beautiful it really is
Each time you come over
You blend your love with His
April 20, 1960

Does knowledge bring wisdom or fear?
As a little child, does one fear, hate, see evil, or is it one’s desire only to be loved?
As we grow in earth years, and so called education, do we grow more loving, or do we
become selfish, and desire only for ourselves?
Do we start seeing wrong in others, and feel jealousy, and hatred? Is this knowledge?
Surely it is not wisdom! Therefore are we not teaching fear, hatred, and selfishness?
Or is this just the result of more knowledge?
Every word we speak to a child forms one or more of these emotions.
Where is the love, the understanding, the tolerance, we so deeply seek?
Where must this teaching start? Where must we seek to find this wisdom, and
knowledge for peace among all souls, on this earth?
September 23, 1966
If there ever comes a time when I cannot love anymore, or dream anymore, let me pass
on to another world.
Each day I find something, or someone to love. It inspires me to go ahead.
It may be a poem, a picture, a flower or a child, each one brings to me a happy feeling,
which makes this life all worthwhile!
May 12, 1948
Little Angels, and highly evolved spirits, I feel you all around. I wish I had time to talk
to you more often than I do. The wealth of knowledge that you hold, could help all
mankind. Please help me to know what I should do—Is it more important to tell people
of this knowledge I’ve already received, or to spend the time talking to you?
These are the questions that may come into many minds, of those that are trying to
bring forth God’s Truth.
One could be very selfish, and try to receive only the knowledge, that would benefit
themselves. But if you really feel the spirit of God, all around you, you will want to be
giving it to others, so they can feel the joy you feel!
March 25, 1974

The God In You
I wish I could reach—within your mind
To your soul—where wisdom lies
Where heavenly love—is stored for use
Where unfilled dreams—are a reality
I wish for a moment—I could really know
All the deep thoughts—you are thinking
To really know—the God in you
And find out—what you are seeking
Your eyes hold mystery—deep within
Too deep your thoughts—so few will know
And yet the tender-caring love you give
Sure does not wonders—to one’s soul
God must dwell—deep within you
His mysteries—He shares with you
For on your face—His love light shines
This love that flows—is so divine
I treasure moments—shared with you
I get a glimpse—of all that is true
For God is really—there with you
And saying—He will be with me too
February 13, 1970

To have tolerance one must learn to accept each person as they are now, regardless of
color, race, or creed.
Be tolerant of their difference of opinion, and do not judge what they say or do, as
wrong or right. Even if you feel they are wrong, they may be right, in their stage of
growth.
Remember God loves everyone equally. Have brotherly love, be friendly, and
understanding. Everyone wants to be loved and accepted.
Do not build up resentment from other’s actions. Know they are doing the best they
know how to do, with the knowledge they have now.
Acknowledge each one’s fine qualities. Have compassion, and concern for everyone.
Give out love to everyone you meet.
The greatest love can be, just accepting the other person, as he is now!
April 21, 1970

Is This God-Love
Some mystery veils
These thoughts of mine
What reason—yet unknown
A fleeting touch
Of these emotions
Yet too intangible to hold
Could this be some emotions
I had in a life time before
Or am I generating a love
Too powerful to be released
Sometimes I feel—I’m deep inside
Where love supreme is guarded
With each person that I meet
I am lost deep within them
Tho unaware—they seem to be
Why is this feeling always there
How can one explain this love
Too deep for one’s expression
So divine—and so heavenly
It must be God love that I feel
November 15, 1969

Only through deep concern of all people, can the world eliminate wars, and illnesses.
Man must learn God gave all of us, the greatest weapon on earth, more powerful than
the atom power and that is the power of love!
The power of each individual will be shown in the way he uses this love, in making this
a better world.
Man only has wars, because of greed, and wanting to prove how powerful he is.
Check on the reasons for all the wars in the past, and you will see it was man, not
nations, who started each war!
February 9, 1974
I said to Jesus, I wish God could give us peace on earth!
He said, “God gives you peace on earth, every morning. Look out at the peep of
dawn.”
March 4, 1971
Here are a few more of the quotes Jesus gave me, at different times.
He usually only gives you one quote at a time, so you think about it.
He said, “Hug your enemy, he is God! All are of God. You love God when you love
them.”
“Churches will teach Truth of God only. No different religious sects. Unification of
Churches will take place.”
“This Truth of God was the same from the very beginning. Only man has
misinterpreted the teachings.”
“Love was what it was created for. Love is the foundation everything must be build on
to last.”
“Love is the one word that will unite the world.”
Until each individual can feel he has a right to live in peace and dignity, doing
whatever he is capable of doing, to serve mankind, there will be segregation—
degradation, prejudice, hatred and wars!
June 3, 1972
There is peace on earth, and all around, but until each man comes in tune, with this
state of being, they will not recognize it, or feel it!
October 16, 1965

A Word of Praise
If only each one of us
Would just take the time
To say a kindly word or two
For someone who is down and out
How much good it would do
A word of praise—justly deserved
To someone who is feeling blue
Could change their whole world
And make you happy too
So if you are sad and feeling blue
And you are wondering what to do
Just pass a cheery word to another
Then see how quickly all will recover
March 4, 1948

Sharing one’s joys increases the joys for others.
Talk of happy times, not sad events.
Each time either is repeated the air becomes full of either sadness or joy.
We are all breathing in this air, which one would you prefer to breathe?
Don’t continue to contaminate the air with hate, and resentments. Fill it with love—joy
and happiness.
These thoughts are like healing medicine for everyone.
Remember everything that is needed in life is right here in the air all around us, and in
the ground.
Sharing thoughts brings much more wisdom to all.
Sharing burdens makes them lighter.
Sharing love and faith and kindness.
Makes the whole world so much brighter.
July 4, 1967

God Will Provide
This world God made with wisdom
Far greater than man can imagine
He made it is so everything
And everyone could survive
There was food for the tiniest insect
And food for the largest animal
For man He gave us the greatest variety
Different vegetables fruits and fowls
What has man done
With these precious gifts
His greed is destroying
His every gift to survive
From the clean fresh air
To the life giving earth
Man only needs enough
To survive each day
God will see that tomorrow
Will take care of you
If we all share—and not be greedy!
And help one another—especially the needy.
July 2, 1974

Ecology Or Environment
We worry about the polluted air
From gasoline and factory fumes
But the deadliest things
That poison us all
Are our thoughts
Of jealousy—hatred and greed
Our brains are poisoned
By pictures and stories of smut
And young bodies are ruined by dope
The resulting diseases
That cripple our youths
Overshadows the gutters
Of paper and trash
April 21, 1971

God-Love
Could I but give—the love God gives
For all the world to share
It would be so wonderful
To spread this God-love everywhere
January 25, 1971

These are messages Jesus spelled out word for word.
“World too wrong. God starts man teaching Truth again, so He sends teachers to
you.”
December 3, 1967
“Truth needs no house to teach in. Tell all dear ones—am I not in all.”
May 18, 1971
“If they do not believe God’s Truth—let them disprove it.”
June 10, 1971
“How shall thy live—by thy deeds—thou shall trust thy needs.”
December 3, 1967
These are messages from my Master Teacher, Zoro.
“Many die gutter poor, but will be rich in wisdom, and utter words of great prophecy.”
“Know paupers are too torn with only ground to sleep on, to be able to teach others
how to work good towards world.”
June 25, 1970

Sharing God’s Love
If I could tell you of the love
I hold down deep inside
You would know how much I love you
And will until I die
I do not mean—just a single soul
But every one I meet
It doesn’t matter if we are close friends
Or if I only pass you along the street
My love is there—for all to share
The same love Jesus gave
Each one has this God-love
That He gave to each one from above
How to use it—is our free-will
But please don’t bottle it up within
It wasn’t given just to hold inside
It was meant to share with one another
All ills—all heartaches—all burdens
Can be lightened with this love
Remember these most precious gifts
Were given free—from Heaven above
February 13, 1974

Most of us spend so much time, in resenting where we are in life, and the experiences
we are going through, instead of looking for the learning from these experiences.
We forget our one main purpose for any of us being here on earth, is for a learning.
This is one of God’s schools, so learn all you can, so you won’t have to go through this
grade again.
October 12, 1968

Thank You Dear God
Your deep love is revealed
In these thoughts of mine
I cannot take the credit
For they are all yours
These thoughts divine
Thank you for speaking through me
To give your Truth to humanity
I hope they feel this closeness
That I feel dear God with You!
March 8, 1970

Would God ask us to “love one another” if He did not love us all first?
Would Jesus say, on the cross, “Forgive them Father, for they know not what they do,”
if He didn’t know that God was a loving forgiving Father?
Now ask yourself, if God is a loving forgiving Father, would He make such a place as
hell, or purgatory, for His children, who made mistakes?
If He could forgive those that crucified Jesus, and the two men on each side of Jesus,
would He not forgive others, who have made less mistakes?
How could we love such a God, who would let some of His children be tortured like
that?
Jesus said, “There is no hell, this word is man made, not God made. God only loves—
He never punishes.”
February 25, 1972
Christmas Day 1973, I asked Jesus if He had a chance to speak to the world today, what
would He tell the people.
He gave these several messages.
“See God in each man.”
“When you welcome man in home you welcome God.”
“The spirit of God, is the spirit in your soul.”
He spelled these messages out in the morning, then that evening He came in again, and
spelled this message out.
“Condemn not the man who has done something wrong, but search for the ones, who
need help, who caused this man to act this way.”
This really is a tremendous lesson of Truth for all of us!
We never stop to think who, or why, it was that this man should act this way.
All we want to do is punish him.
Maybe we should stop and think of Jesus’ message, “Condemn not the man who has
done something wrong, but search for the ones, who need help, who caused this man to
act this way.”

What Christmas Is All About
Off in the distance—I hear sleigh bells
Coming closer and closer each day
The smell of freshly cut pine trees
And gaily decorated Christmas displays
Line every street along the way
The Christmas spirit is contagious
With love in each one’s heart
Christmas cards are being sent out
With loving thoughts to those apart
The thrill of knowing Santa’s coming
Fill the thoughts of all the young
While the older folk remember
The shepherds—and the coming of Christ
God gave the world His Holy Son
So we could learn to love each one
This is what Christmas is all about
And why Jesus was brought to this world
So He could teach us the Truth of God
And the love God has for every one
December 2, 1971

Midnight Bells
We will be listening for the midnight bells.
Telling us another year has ended. What was done—cannot be undone. Only new
hopes—new dreams—and new loves can make the New Year a better one. If we could
only drop old hurts, prejudice, and hate, as we must do the old years events, what a happy
world this would be.
We can never change the past, tho in our thoughts we try to.
Only the future, can we change and mould it more to our liking.
Past errors are just part of the learning we had to go through.
Everyone makes errors while learning, regardless of the stage of growth they are in.
So we must not be too critical of our errors.
The new year can only be better if each one of us, try to give more love, and
understanding, to all peoples of the earth.
God loves all, so why shouldn’t we?
December 30, 1969
I am starting with you, and I want you to know I love you, just for you. Not what you
have, or what you have done, but just because you are one of God’s children.
This love you can be assured of as long as I live!
With the help of God, may this love spread far and near, especially to those in need of
more love at this time!
December 30, 1969

My Prayer
Oh Glorious God
Again we sing praises to you
The beauty of this season
Blends with the beauty of your love
Help us in our giving
To be unselfish—and unjudging
With all of your children
We give thanks for the many blessings
That we all take for granted
Like the glorious sunrise
And brilliant sunsets
The love and tender care you give
All of nature for us to enjoy
Part of your strength
Is shown in the mighty mountains
In all the beautiful trees
And in the tiniest flower
Your love is like the ever flowing waters
Of oceans—seas—and rivers
Forever flowing through each of us
We are constantly breathing in and out
The air you filled with life giving love
May this season of giving
Spread throughout the year
And around the world
Help us understand that each day
Is a beginning of a New Year
And not just January first
May the church bells ring each day
Proclaiming your presence at all times
Thank you God for being ever forgiving
Of our many short comings
But know that deep in our souls
Our love is constant for you
May this holiday season
Make us realize that each one of us
Are your children
And part of you is in all of us
Your son Jesus Christ reached the perfection
We all secretly seek—and will attain
After our many lessons are learned
Thank you for the patience you have
When we turn away
From your teachings of Truth
Thank you for helping us up

When we stumble and fall
Without your unseen guiding hands
We would be lost
We each look forward to meeting you
The author—the producer—and director
Of life—of this great play
In which everyone has a part
Again we sing praises
For your great love
That surrounds all of us
Yet so few of us—return this love
Or give it to others
Help us to give this wondrous love
To each one we meet
And make us realize
We are all brothers and sisters
With only ONE Father—the maker of all!
September 26, 1970

After you have read this book, if each one of you, tried to live these teachings, soon the
whole world would have “Peace On Earth.”
No one would take the life of another person, because he would know, he was his
brother.
No one would go hungry. We would share what we have.
No one would feel unloved, because you would know, you already have the greatest
love of all, from your Heavenly Father.
Everyone would be accepted as he is, because you would know, he will reach his
perfection, the same as all of us will, after our many incarnations.
Each one would want to help the other progress to his perfection, because in another
life time, you may be closely related to him.
These teachings of Truth were given to Jesus, and all the Great Masters, from God.
They are the same Truths, that have existed, since the very beginning of time.
It will take a tremendous amount of will power, to follow, and live these Truths! You,
and only you, can change this world. Don’t wait for another to show you the way.
Start today to live these Truths of God. You will be on the right road to world Peace,
which means all will “love one another.”
March 30, 1970

Mrs. Adele G. Tinning

